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Topic #1: The Nature of Property
1. What is Property?
o

Property = a bundle of legally enforceable rights over land or chattels - includes rights in relation to objects and intangible
ideas, and rights vis-à-vis individuals.

Three types of property:
1. Private property- a bundle of rights, not the material thing. Irreducible law- right to exclude others held by the private
citizen and endorsed by the state.
2. Public Property- rights of the state- State possesses power of exclusion, but has obligation to use it for public good, not
doing as one pleases (private property).
3. Common Property- Common means rights that are imposed on all of us. Common right includes the rights not to be
excluded (ie, no claim to the air)
“Property and the Right to Exclude” T.W. Merril,
Property is concerned with the ‘rights’ and not the ‘things’ themselves
Property designates rights to both tangibles and intangibles
Property (ownership) rights are distinct from, and trump, possessory (control) rights
Property rights require the enforcement of an institutional structure (i.e., state)
Private property is divided into: (a) private, (b) common (to class or group of people) and (c) public property
3 schools of thought on the right to exclude:
1) Single Variable Essentialism
o Right to exclude is irreducible core attribute both necessary and sufficient
o Cohen states only right to exclude is common to all form of property
2) Multivariable Essentialism
o Right to exclude is just one of many necessary property rights; exclusion is necessary, but not sufficient for
property.
o Right to use/transfer/enjoy may also be included
3) Nominalism
o Property is social construction with no fixed meaning; right to exclude is neither necessary nor sufficient as core
of property has no fixed elements
o Law designates as property when necessary, regardless of its bundle
Yanner v. Eaton
(Aboriginal hunts crocs, initially violating statute)
Facts: Yanner is aboriginal who hunts Fauna outside of the ‘open’ season. This is against the Fauna Act which declares that all fauna,
except those taken during open season, are property of the State. Yanner claims aboriginal heritage allows him to hunt whenever.
Issue: Does Eaton have right to hunt Fauna during off season? What does it mean to have full, beneficial, absolute, ownership of an
animal?
Decision: Native rights were not extinguished by act. Appeal allowed.
Reasons: Majority- Nominalist view. Dissent- single variable essentialism.
Difficulty identifying what fauna is owned by Crown
Cannot determine what this right would mean, if it existed. No absolute ownership in wild animals in common law, only tame
animals born on individuals land, and animals can only be hunted on the owner’s land exclusively.
Past dealings of Act always sought to keep wild animals out of human possession
Aspects of Act suggest unique understanding of property, less than absolute ownership
o Difficult to equate Crown’s interest with individuals interest in domestic animal
o Crown’s interest comes/goes with open/closed seasons
o Crown, as per Act, as no responsibility in this property
Crown’s right is a public property interest
o Imperium not dominium
o Property “owned by state in trust for people” NOT private ownership
o “res communies” and “res nullius” is only sort of guardian hip for social purposes
o Therefore NOT absolute/full beneficial
Imperium- sovereignty, constitutional, administrative, legal and military power
Dominium- technical meaning of control, ownership (airport, for example)
3

2. The Case for Private Property
Why do we have Private Property? (Justifications for Private Property- C. Lewis’ Article)
First Occupancy- whoever discovers and occupies it first. Flaws: Fails to account for transferability of acquisition through
inheritance
Labour Theory- everyone is entitled to the produce of her labour. Problem: Most things are created with many people’s
labour. Does not account for inheritance/transfer.
Basis for individual freedom (rights, privacy, property = individual power): Private property creates opportunities for
individuals to be free. Flaws: Fails to justify private property in resources required by public.
Economic Theory: Claims maximum productivity is promoted by private property. Flaws: Large waste produced by private
enterprise, commercial profits preferred over societal well being.
Utilitarian Theory (amounts of land = happiness): Happiness of society will be greater with private property (particularly
means of production). Flaws: assumes human desires and interests, fails to consider problem of distribution, as long as
majority is happy, minority is over looked
Rights Based Approach- private property promotes certain interests (rights) so its important to uphold and enforce.
o Locke (labour), Nozick- interests are special rights- based on individuals work, relationships, etc
 Locke- mixing of labour with material resources produced entitlements (rights to it)
 Nozick- theory of historical entitlement- rights to property are acquired over time through people,
transactions, etc., justice is realized when property is distributed to those entitled to it
o Hegel (personhood)- interests are general- universal, basic to humans. Moral rights, property needed by everyone
for development of freedom and personality. More of an argument for meetings peoples’ basic needs.
o Waldron: Freedom and Liberty
 Private property can provide absence of impediments to one’s actions (negative freedom)
 Private property promotes economic security and independence, autonomy, freedom from coercion
 Promotes stability, discipline, responsibility in exercise of free will
 Flaws: could these objectives be met through collective/common property?
 Homelessness
 .Since homeless individuals can only be in public spaces (because of the right to exclude that
typically attaches to private property) then regulation that increasingly bans certain activities
from occurring in public spaces increasingly curtails the freedom of homeless individuals.
 Problem 1: Proudhon strategy suggests justification of private property based on equality inevitably lead
to needed outcome of equality, which will promote dismantling/redistribution of private property
 Not sufficient to give all people opportunity to private property- will not result in equality
 If everyone had to have private property, what about their right to disposal
 Problem 2: Marx- it is inherent to private property that there is inequality. Concentration of private
property rights is inevitable.
Pluralist account- Munzer- property law is justified on a variety of bases, included: (1) utility and efficiency, (2) justice and
equality, (3) labour and desert
Dominance of Efficiency in the 21st Century
Posner’s 3 touchstones
1. Exclusivity- promote recognition, enforcement, and protection of rights. Minimize free riding
2. Universality- as many goods available to as many people possible
3. Transferability- ease of transfer through promoting trade and exchange
Tragedy of the Commons
Tragedy of the commons teaches us:
o Doesn’t explicitly support private property (state property instead)
o Cattle are privately owned, so very much a mixed system in play
o Tragedy is only true if not properly regulated; expense associated with regulation (private property is regulated)
may justify other types of property systems
Private Property –all benefits and detriments accrue to you, so you have incentives to promote maintenance, improve of resources,
etc. Regulations can serve to secure property rights, increasing incentives for individuals to maintain/upgrade their property, BUT if
regulations are too constraining or the regulating body is untrustworthy or unpredictable gains will be limited.
Tragedy of the Commons:
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All livestock owners are permitted to allow their cattle to graze on the commons. They keep the profit from their cattle, but pay
nothing for the use of the land or for its costs. This ‘disequilibrium’ results in rapid ruination. If commons were privatized and
benefits and burdens are internalized, results in equilibrium for the one-common land.
Does this tragedy actually occur? Some examples where they have succumbed, but England grazing rights subject to
limitations on numbers supported have not succumb.
Private property owners also choose to exploit and ruin their property if price is right
Tragedy of the Anti- Commons
Private property rights are so fragmented that owners must work together to achieve outcome. No one has effective
‘privilege of use,’ so process is slow and tedious
o Over-patenting- transactional gridlock- can interfere with new research areas, particularly if people refuse to give
another person right to use their technology

3. What things should be amenable to Ownership? Assessing Novel Claims
International News Service v. Associated Press
Facts: AP and INS operate series of newspapers across the US. INS takes stories printed by AP on the East Coast, and sends them out
west, printing them off before AP. AP has expended significant resources for these stories, and argues INS is interfering with their
profit stream. INS argues that once news is made public, it becomes common property that anyone may obtain.
Decision: General property against public: No. Specific property against competitor: Yes. Few hour injunction is provided so AP can
transmit news nationally un-interfered.
Ratio: ‘Quasi’-property. He who fairly paid the price should have beneficial use of the property.
Reasons: Between these two parties, their competing interests made it such that new definition is applicable. Not the same rights
as between public and either party, since public is not attempting to make profits off the other person’s labour. Reward for effort is
extension of economic efficiency and utilitarianism views (not Labour or desert theories).
Dissent: Brandeis- Parliaments should be looking at this issue, instead of courts determining “profits” on a case by case basis.
Defining characteristic of property is right to exclude, and once news is released, its free for common use.
Dissent: Holmes- Property- creation of law and does not arise from value. Use of labour to create words isn’t sufficient to stop
another party from using similar words, if citing AP.
Dissent: ZiffFor quasi-property to have meaning, we must have definition of ‘property’ which court does not define.
Rights “in rem”- rights against the world vs. Rights “in personam”- rights against individual. This outcome can be described
without use of “quasi”. Rights in “in rem”- right to commercial exploitation against their competitor in what they produced.
INS can’t commercially exploit the news; good is against everybody for a few hours.
What if INS had won the case?
Argument was the INS would continue misappropriating the news, making publications profitless. Even if this were likely, INS
would also suffer, so they too would suffer a detriment and be forced to change tactics. AP could also change their business
model.
If this continues, AP may be able to work out deal with INS (Ziff’s comment)
Victoria Park Racing and Recreation Grounds Ltd. V. Taylor (1937, Australia HC)
Facts: Victoria owned racing track beside land owned by Taylor (T). V makes money on admission prices. D erects stand to
broadcast races. V wants it stopped.
Issues: Is spectacle property?
Decision: Spectacle cannot be owned, and no general right to privacy in Canada.
Reason: V does not have right to create spectacle and then refuse anyone else from being able to see it. Damages alone does not
provide right to a cause of action.
Dissent: Dixon- Broadcasting rights developed in AP v. INS have not been developed in England as they have in US. It is not the
efforts to establish the business that entitles his interest to be protected by law, but it’s the incorpeal right within a recognized
category where legal protection attaches. There is no such interest in this case.
Why is this different from INS?
o This case is about actual land, and not a more ambiguous property like broadcasting rights. Nature of land use v.
News use is very different.
o More proof of damages in INS (court may not view radio as threat to race)
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Moore v. Regents of the University of California (1990 Cal S.C.)
Facts: Moore ‘s doctor (Golde) realized M’s cells had scientific and commercial value. After removing M’s spleen (with consent for
his safety), G began conducting research on the spleen, with no knowledge from M. G continued treating M and removing samples,
and applied for patent for cell line- Mo Cell line. M now sues for profit from this line.
Issue: Does Moore have property right in his removed tissues? Is this a case of conversion?
Decision: No legal right to property of his removed tissue.
Reasons: M is entitled to recover on fiduciary duty and lack of consent. M has right in personam against doctor. Can’t recover on
conversion- no existing California law.
M considers right in rem and sues University, instead of in personam against doctor. Conversion also allows M to sue all people
down the chain using the cell.
Majority Argument
Dissenting Rebuttal
No judicial decision supports M- cells same in
Res Integra- new matter for the court to consider. No
everybody
cases support his position either
Statute law severely limits rights over excised cellsMay not be largest bundle of rights, but other rights
state destroys them once they exit body
may exist NOT limited by state law.
Patented cells and products are not Moore’s
No major distinctions between M and cell line. M
wants compensation for unauthorized use before
patent, and can’t deny his contributions to product
Policy factors weigh against extension of tortExchange of info is already not free, researchers already
implication of future research limitations; destroys
keep detailed records, no destroyed economic
economic incentive to conduct research
incentive- records would avoid suits. More
important to protect interest of your body
Problems are best suited to legislative solution
Legislature not intervening doesn’t preclude court from
fashioning judicial remedy
Other patent protections in place
Fidicuiary duty not enough; fails to protect patients
from commercial exploitation.
How does this approach compare to News case?
Similar: In News justice says free riding would render publication profitless. Here, theory of liability Moore suggests would
“destroy economic incentives to conduct important medical research”
Different: News wants more property rights, while Moore wants less.
Note: Court did not say that cells could never be property. If someone steals test tube, this would likely be considered as
property
Numerus Clausis Concept
The above examples of ‘novel’ claims are rare extensions to property law. In general, there are a limited number of
judiciary recognized rights and courts are reluctant to recognize new proprietary claims.
This reduces information costs (easier to determine potential claims), and helps minimize anti commons problems
(prevents needless fracturing of property law)
Also serves precautionary function; introducing new property rights is extremely hard to reverse given role of precedent,
which would serve to undermine investment-backed expectations
Drumheller Foal Problem: Felix Cohen’s “Montana Mule” Hypothetical
o Foal born in a field, this is all that you know.
o Who, if anyone, owns the foal?
 RULE FOUND ALMOST EVERYWHERE: ownership of the mother horse
 General rule – easier to determine who the mother is (opp. Father)
 Labour: owner of mother is more likely to have assisted during preg
 Required nurture period between mother and foal
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Topic 2: Property in Perspective
1. The Sources of Canadian Property Law (Cribbet and Johnson)
Introduction
Following the chaos of the Dark Ages, security could no longer be found in the state. Individuals thus turned to the strongest
fellows, the lord, and put his most sacred possession, land, in his care. England land law began in 1066 with the Battle of the
Hastings (Norman scheme of law; William stood on top of landholding scheme).
Feudal System:
Crown
Tenants in Capite (mesne lords)
Tenants in demesne
Vassals
Although initially land was only given to the ‘lord’, land devolved downwards in exchange for services. Relationships became more
complex with subinfeudation, where many lords and tenants could be involved, further fragmenting the land. Often, tenants in
capite were both tenants to the Crown and overlords to the people beneath them. System became so universal it led to
consolidation of the law into a systematic whole. Eventually, complexity led to anti-commons problem, and it became impossible to
tell who owed obligation and to whom they were owed. England became entire subject to feudal lands, and all allodial lands were
lost.
The system above can be described by reference to two important concepts: tenures and estates; a deal between the Crown and the
grantees.
The Doctrine of tenures
Land given in exchange for services; Land was granted down in exchange for 2 things:
I.
services of tenures- Four types of tenure
a. Knight services- way to create standing army
b. Serjeantry tenure (ceremonial)- need for splendour
c. Frankalmoin (spirit)- always a priest/religious body
d. Free and common Socage (subsistence)- any free tenure not in other 3 groups- only term that made its way into
Canada
II.
Incidents of tenure- implied rights and obligations that the lord provided; which were included depended on type of tenure
granted
a. Obligations which arose during lifetime and affected the relationship between tenant and lord
i. Homage (ceremony), fealty (oath of loyalty), aids (financial support)
b. Those which arose on death of tenant; feudal inheritance
i. Escheat- if tenant dies and no heir, land is returned to prior owner; the lord; This still exists in Alberta
today in statutory form.
ii. Relief (heir must be approved by lord), Warship, marriage
Unfree Tenures
Also known as villeinage tenures, the veilleins had to perform the backbreaking work avoided by aristocrats acting as
tenants in above system. Obligations were imposed on vassel-labourers, and could be varied on a whim by the lord. Title
gradually changed into title of copyhold. Copyhold never made its way to Canada.
Decay of Feudal System
1290- Quia Emptores
Statute was passed abolishing subinfeudation, and provided that all future designations of land are made by substitution. This
prevented the further fragmentation of the land, and prevented the feudal system from expanding any further- no new tenure.
By the time this law entered Canada, we had just the Crown and tenants in capite left
o Due to escheats (which remained), as tenants passed away (with no available heir), land passed to lords, reducing
the feudal pyramid.
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o

Most other incidents and services of tenures became redundant

1660- Tenure Abolition Act
Since services and tenures were collapsing from a functional economic perspective, all tenures were only allowed in one form: free
and common socage, and all incidents of tenure now only included escheat.
Doctrine of Estates
Tenures- refer to rules for allocating rights and obligations. Estates describe their duration. Free hold estates include:
1.

2.

3.

Fee Simple- closest to absolute ownership. You have the land as long as your life and have a heir. “Intestacy”- fee simple
goes to whoever is entitled, and if no will, a will is still likely presumed. If no heir can be found, then escheat remains in
play, and the land is returned to the Crown.
a. Still exists today; buy a home, and you become owner of the “fee simple estate”.
Fee tail- property would devolve to owner’s children and to successive children. More narrow definition than fee simple,
and also had restrictions on who land was left to.
a. This no longer exists today (abolished)
Life estate- property is granted from King to tenant as long as tenant lives; Crown tried to ensure land was being granted to
someone who was loyal.
a. This remains today

The Reception of English Law
New colonies adopted the laws of their mother nation, insofar as it was applicable in the new colonies.
Alberta’s reception date- July 15, 1870 (all NWT).
“insofar as they are applicable”- In Canada, almost every concept was regarded as received and has since been added to
and interpreted. Rationale included:
o Instrumental- We receive laws when absence of adoption creates uncertainty- if statutes aren’t in place to rectify
common law, inadequate common law will prevail
o Normative- English law is epitome of justice and is repository of centuries of wisdom, so to not accept them is
taking a step backwards
Imperial law- designed to be held by countries outside England; valid in Canada
Radical title to the land- absent extinguishment from the Crown, they retain radical title, but this doesn’t obliterate preexisting aboriginal land claims
What about the rules of the people already living in Canada upon settlement?
Basic position is that upon settlement, British Sovereignty supplants all other sovereignty. This did not obliterate existing
property rights. Existing aboriginal property rights are amenable to reconcile this law.
Aboriginal laws are different ways to express proprietary entitlements
o Responsibility to the things “owned” and not to other people
o Owners are collective; not individual ownership
But on closer analysis, how different are they?
o We stress property rights, but with rights comes duties and responsibilities
o They transfer rights through formal feast, we also have co-ownership rights
o They used landmarks and natural boundaries, as do we with vague land descriptions
o Answers may vary significantly, but the questions over entitlement are similar

2. Property Law Categories (Chambers)
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Real Property (take action to get thing back)

Personal Property (reimbursed, don’t get actual
product back)
Sub-Categories of Real:
Sub-categories of Personal Property:
Corporeal: possessory rights, now refers to
Chattels Personal- Broken down into “choses
estates (fee simple, fee tail, life estates)
in possession” (moveable, tangible items
Incorporeal Hereditaments- right to use.
capable of being moved into possession) and
Includes easements (non possessory right of
“choses in action” (intangible personal
way) and “profit a prendre”- right to exploit
property; only enforced in legal action.
minerals
Includes IOU; debt is legal action if not repaid,
not the paper. Choses in action survives the
death of the piece of paper. Also includes
intellectual property rights.
Chattels Real- lease of land- Lease used to be
just a contract. Right didn’t use to run with
property, so new owner wouldn’t be bound by
old lease. Now protected through enjectment.
Legal
Equity
Common law courts; Crown as fountain of justice, but Binding rules established by courts of equity where
which could grant right to Court of equity
common law came up short to provide special
remedies. More flexible rules came into play to fix
imperfections of common law
Single court now hears both cases, but jurisprudence remains distinct. One owner could own land through law,
and another could own it in property. In this case, equity prevails.
Tangible- includes right of possession of some thing
Intangibles- all property rights; enforceable against
other persons regardless of the nature of the thing
to which those rights relate
Property Creating Events
o The rights which people bear, whether in personam or in rem, derive from the following events: wrongs, consent,
unjust enrichment, and others. Most property rights are created by consent, such as a sale of goods, a bequest in
a will, or a grant of a mortgage. Property rights can also be created by wrongdoing. For example, an employer may
have a property right to any bribes received by her or his employees. There are property rights created by unjust
enrichment, such as the right to recover land or goods transferred by mistake.
Law of Mortgagesmortgage is a secured loan (secured against some property interest)
o Legal Title (Borrower)Legal Title to the Bank; Money Bank
o Equity of redemptionterm that is still used; equity will protect the borrower when the common law harsh rule
would not
o Foreclosurewhen equity loses its patience
TrustType of equity
o Settler (convey property)Trustee (who has the duty to hold the property for some other person, group or
thing)Beneficiaries (receivers)
o Obligation of the trustee to hold itpurely the work of equity
Where do aboriginal rights fit within this structure?
Pre-existing aboriginal rights may survive, and can and are recognized by Canadian courts.
SCC describes these rights as sui generis- a thing of their own
These rights are so different that we can’t assume our rights apply against aboriginal claims

3. Property, Class, and Poverty
-

Property rights allow for exclusion of people from places where they are not allowed to be; homeless therefore, unlike the rest
of society, are excluded from most places governed by private property rules
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-

-

Libertarians- fantasize of all land as private- homeless would be allowed no place- this is becoming reality with increased
regulation of streets, parks, etc that prevents homeless from being in areas formerly held as collective areas; homeless thus
lose their freedom
Homeless enjoy freedom to the extend our society is communist; this freedom allows them to act in ways that makes their
situations more bearable to themselves, since sleeping, eating and going to the bathroom will need to be done somewhere

Controlling Misconduct in City Space
Downturn in 80’s, combined with demolition of skid rows led to increased homelessness, and thus increased street disorder;
90’s saw attempts to limit resulting chronic nuisances
Chronic Nuisances- person behaves in public space in way that annoys, and no more than annoys, most other users and does
so in a protracted period
Public space- 45% of land in cities- government owned- provides open access streets and highways that private market won’t;
provides space for democratic mass gatherings
Tragedy of the Agora- when all are allowed to enter, space is tempted to abuse, particularly when governed by etiquette not
legal rules; chronic panhandling serves as disruptive force to prevent gatherings in these areas
Harms of Chronic street misconduct- total annoyance accumulates, annoyance is viewed by thousands per hour, unchecked
street misconduct implies lack of social control, increasing among of misconduct, informal time limits are violated wearing out
welcome
Identifying Nuisance- Persists in public space which violated community standards of behaviour leading to significant
cumulative effect of people using same space
Solution- create 3 distinct zones of varying nuisance enforcement; some allow mild panhandling, 1 would allow none at all to
ensure homeless have a place to go
Anti-Panhandling by-Laws in Canada
Impose restrictions on time/place/manner panhandling can occur; few have outright ban
Usually restricts times; daylight hours only reduces fears and encourages public use of space
Also usually restrict location; can’t beg where stereotypes show heightened fear of criminality of poor (can’t beg in front of
ATM, even though no evidence of higher rates)
Regulate manner- focus on aggressive; usually designed to relocate rather than punish
True injustice- begging is criminalized because its a request for money by poor person within public space; we regulate them
trying to make living, yet leave unchecked corporations; we advocate for open market, yet object when try to avail its forces
Safe Streets Act (S.O. 1999, c.8)
Places limit on where begging occurs, including soliciting from stopped cars
Challenged constitutionally in R. v. Banks for group of squeegeers, arguing it was against Charter. C.A. held that while act
violated freedom, preventing roadways from being obstructed was important, the homeless were allowed to beg in other
ways, and all people, not just beggers, were restricted from soliciting parked cars
Victoria City v. Adams
Facts: Homeless sue city over bylaw restricting them from setting up any structures which contain a roof, even if temporary, on any
common property. Claim is that this violated the Charter. Case shows Victoria did not have adequate housing to supports its
homeless population, forcing citizens into common areas.
Issues: Is this restriction constitutionally valid? What rights do homeless have on common property?
Decision: State lost on all counts. Violated s. 7, not saved by s. 1
Reasons:
S. 7 violation- necessity of life includes ability to protect oneself with adequate shelter (life), creating adequate shelter is
critical to dignity and independence (liberty), and homeless must choose between bylaw and increased risk of death
(security)
o Court finds bylaw impairs ability of homeless to provide basic shelter
Save by s. 1- bylaw is not carefully adapted to objective (erecting type of structure with roof is not related to park
preservation); impairs right more than necessary (temporary structures with roof violate bylaw, so can’t be matter of
preventing large scale habitation; proportionality (lives are at risk, suggests not a minimal impact)
Crown says homeless are exerting property right over common areas; Court holds they must live somewhere and Crown
can’t control its property in way that interfere with the homeless ability to keep warm
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4. Protections of Property from State Confiscation
Basic Division of Powers
-

S. 92(13)- jurisdiction over property is given to provinces. We rely on provincial statutes to tell us the story, but there is
also common law that stitches the law together from across the provinces
S. 91(2)- Federal government had trade and commerce- power to raise taxes, patents, current, trademarks, copyright,
property crimes, Indians and their land

Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms, the Constitution Act 1982...
The Charter
Amongst modern entrenched bill of rights, ours is the only which does not explicitly protect property rights
o America- 5th and 14 th amendments (takings)
o Australia- Article 51 (xxxi)- “acquisition of property on just terms from any State or person for any purpose in
respect of which the Parliament has the power to make laws”
Is the Charter really silent on protections?
o s. 8- right to be secure from unreasonable search and seizure; s. 7 – life, liberty and security of persons not to be
deprived of except in interest of fundamental justice (arguably doesn’t include economic interests), s. 15- equality
guarantee- can be used to protect property interests when attacked in discriminatory way
o Many provinces viewed entrenchment as way to restrict their ability to control laws
o Property is protected in other documents- Magna Carta, international agreements, etc
Other Canadian Protections
S. 35 of Constitution Act- affirms aboriginal rights, including land rights due to the strong connection between aboriginal
culture and land. Expropriation of aboriginal lands is not possible; can regulate or infringe but not expropriate
Canadian Bill of Rights- Diefenbaker, 1960. Still in law. Says “the following human rights and fundamental freedoms,
namely...enjoyment to property, and the right not to be deprived thereof except by due process of law.” This is not
entrenched, so it can be overridden by any statute. Proven to be very ineffective in dealing with property rights.
Albert Bill of Rights- comparable to Canadian Bill of rights; also unentrenched so remains open to statutory body. Same
language as federal counterpart, and thus just as toothless.
Alberta Personal Property Bill of Rights- provisions are of no force or effect if property is owned by someone other than
Crown and a provincial enactment specifies it is taken, UNLESS act of legislature expressly declares that the enactment
operates notwithstanding this Act- just add “this bill does not apply” and its overridden. It also applies only to personal
property (tangible goods, capable of being physical touched, seen, or moved) and not to land.
Alberta’s Expropriation Act, Federal Expropriation Act- must follow certain procedures when taking land and
compensation is to be paid; usually deal where land is needed for some public purpose
Common Law- Manitoba Fishers v. The Queen- unless words of a statute so clearly demand, a statute is not to be construed
to take away property without compensation. Statutes fails to do any more than this common law interpretation.
Constructive Expropriation
a) American Approach
Question of how far the government can go to regulate private property before it must, under 5 th amendment, pay
compensation to property holder
2 Types of Takings:
1) Express / Direct/ Explicit appropriation
2) Regulatory Taking (USA) / De facto Taking (CAN) / Indirect / Creeping / Constructive Expropriation
o When bundled of rights is restricted so much that they can no longer use/ enjoy their land
o You’re still on the title, but regulation/laws disallows you to use the land
o CANNOT claim “decrease in property value” – because gov’t action always affects property
AMERICAN – REG TAKING – PENN CENTRAL TEST
Ad hoc approach, factors to look at:
i)
the potential economic impact of the state action,
ii)
the extent to which it interferes with reasonable investment-backed expectations, and
iii)
the character of the govt action
CANADA – CONSTRUCTIVE TAKING
I)
An acquisition of a beneficial interest in the property or flowing from it, and
II)
Removal of all reasonable uses of the property
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Pennsylvania Coal Co. V. Mahon
Facts: D has right through contract to mine coal under home of P, but this will cause subsidence of the land. P argues D’s rights were
abolished by Pennsylvania statute forbidding mining of coal in manner which causes subsidence of any human habitation.
Issue: Can police power be stretched so far as to destroy pre-existing contractual rights?
Ratio: While property may be regulated to a certain extent, if regulation goes too far it will be recognized as a taking.
Reasons:
Statute makes mining commercially impracticable by affecting mining of coals in places where right has been reserved
Some values are enjoyed with implied limitation and must yield to police power, but implied limitation has limits; one factor to
be considered is extent of diminution- at certain point it becomes eminent domain and compensation is required
Dissent:
Every restriction by police power deprives owner of some right and is abridgement of state of rights in property without
compensation
Restriction to protect public health, safety, or morals is not a taking; this is the case here, preventing a noxious use like
subsidence; property remains in possession of owner, the state only prevents own from a use which interferes with paramount
right of the public
Lucas v. South Carolina Coastal Council
Facts: P purchases 2 coastal lots to develop them. After purchases, government passes act designating lands as unavailable for
development, with no exceptions. Lucas could thus not put any permanent structures on land, and could not use land for any
development.
Ratio: When owner of real property is called upon to sacrifice all economically beneficial uses in the name of common good, he has
suffered a taking and this is compensable.
Reasons:
Approach is ad hoc; depends on facts, but courts considers economic impact of regulation, interference with reasonable
investment expectations, and character of gov’t action
Mahon says to meaningfully protect against physical appropriations of private property by state, governments power to
redefine range of interests in ownership must be constitutionally constrained; we’re not told when a regulation goes too far
2 types of regulatory action that are compensable without case specific inquiry: (a) regulations involving physical invasion of
property, and (b) Where regulation denies all economically beneficial uses of land
Preventing any development leaves owner without any economically beneficial options; state can only resist compensation if
interests weren’t Lucas’ to begin with (property owners must expect limitations from time to time that may render property as
worthless, but this should not apply to property
For permanent physical occupation- no matter how weighty public interests are, compensation is required, unless pre-existing
limitation on property rights existed

b) The Canadian Position
Mariner Real Estate Ltd v. Nova Scotia (A.G.)
Facts: NS enacted Beaches Act which prohibited development on beaches unless authorized by designated minister. P is denied
authorization due to sensitive nature of dunes by construction. Mariner claims land has been de facto expropriated.
Reasons:
Claims of de facto are very limited- valid legislation may impose significant restrictions on owner’s enjoyment of private land
AND courts award compensation only if authorized to do so by statute
Canadian courts decide only whether Act entitles compensation; don’t consider the burdens of a few for benefit of the many
as US law does
3 cases where gov’t has paid compensation involve cases where government made property rights meaningless; went beyond
limiting use or reducing value of property
De facto must remove all reasonable uses of the land; therefore, depends on nature of land in question- fragile dunes are not
well suited for residential development
Effects of regulations- must consider actual application in the case; not potential applications. Failed authorization- not de
facto since not inevitable consequence of regulation.
Loss of bundle of rights- land not stripped of entire bundle; no other permits were not allowed in this case, so other uses of
land are possible. Significant diminished value is not enough to indicate loss of interest in land.
No evidence NS attempted to acquire land through removing economic value; not valid consideration in Canadian law, only US;
same with public use argument; applies to US law
2-part test- removal of all reasonable property rights + acquisition of interest in the state
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Canadian Pacific Railway Company (CPR) v. City of Vancouver (City)
Facts: Crown gives CPR corridor of land for railway. When CPR starts to discontinue railway use in corridor, they try to sell it back,
but Crown never responds. Crown then freezes redevelopment of corridor, and confines CPR to noneconomic use of land.
Issue: Is this a taking?
Decision: No this is not, so no compensation is required.
Reasons: For de facto taking, 2 conditions must be met:
Acquisition of beneficial interest in property of flowing from it- CPR argues city gets park for free; but users are still
trespassers, so city only gains assurances of how land is used
Removal of all reasonable uses of property- Not ‘best’ but reasonable use; corridor could still be used as railway, track
maintenance, or public-private leases, etc
Impact of NAFTA
Article 1110: Canada, US, Mexico- prevents expropriation of their investments in Canada. American companies who do business in
Canada can seek compensation under NAFTA if there is an expropriation of that investment.
Compensation paid is equal to market value before expropriation took place
Canadian government cannot say “NAFTA doesn’t apply” short of withdrawing entirely from NAFTA; therefore, large amounts
of control over public policy have been surrendered- no amendments are even possible unless agreed to by all 3 parties
State doesn’t sue on behalf of citizen; company sues the federal government (even if provincial gov’t does the expropriating)BUT federal law has power of disallowance (disallows provincial laws if they violate NAFTA)
Could have influence on environmental regulations- if one firm is relaxing standards to attract firms, they only need to consult
with other countries first
Purpose- to protect foreign investors against risk of nationalization
Americans studying NAFTA consider their definitions of takings to be more broad then even US jurisprudence; but tribunals
aren’t bound by precedent, co chance of being unevenness in application
o Ziff isn’t convinced; few cases have been tried, but it’s still important
Metalclad Corp v. United Mexican States
Facts: US company tried to build facility in Mexico. After receiving state/federal permission, they received assurances local permit
wouldn’t be refused, and started work. Months later, local permit was denied, and environmental decree make areas a preserve.
MC sues under NAFTA.
Decision: Mexican gov’t had no valid basis to deny permit, and did not do so in timely matter, so its indirect expropriation. Since
there is no time limit, this act was tantamount to expropriation.
Canada- Peru FIPA (2008)
Article 13- expropriation- same language as NAFTA, but clarification of indirect expropriation. Case by case, depends on
facts like: a) economic impact, b) extend to which measure interferes with reasonable investment backed expectations, and
c) character of measure.
Very familiar to American ad hoc takings; including gov’t may invoke takings for noxious uses
Really appears we are now using American formula for takings
Should Canadian Constitution be amended to protect property rights?
Our measures are not silent on the issue of property, and certain measures, but constitutional and quasi-constitutional, may
afford us greater rights than US counterparts
Charter- while largely silent, does affect search and seizure, protection of aboriginal property rights, imposes restrictions on
property rights (right to assemble on public property can be abridged by state)
Bill of Rights- Authorson v. Canada- Veterans claims that government mismanaged Veteran Affairs funds was dismissedstatutes for wholesale confiscation of property- no requirement of due process- legislation explicitly absolve Crown of liability
Canada- Expropriation statutes- Land acquired by state = compensation; same if state guts bundle of rights and leaves only
title- de facto or constructive takings
US- Critical distinction between eminent domain and state’s power to regulate health welfare and safety- something more than
police power requires compensation- US used ad hoc, case specific policies.
o Per se taking- require compensation- include Permanent physical occupation and regulation which removes full
economic benefit of holding property
Protections (for compensation in US constitution is justified through: (a) fairness- cost born by all citizens, not just deprived
owners, (b) compensation forces prudency, and (c) insurance for property owners they will receive something if land is
taken
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Chapter 3: Boundaries
1. Land: Airspace and Subsurface Rights
Cuius est solum eius est usque ad coelum et ad inferos
o Literal Meaning- Whoever owned the soil, own up to the heavens and down to the hell
o Functional- no one takes this maxim literally; general rules have been established such as surface owner holds
entitlement to airspace up to reasonable height above ground.
Above the Surface
Didow v. Alberta Power Ltd
Facts: AP constructs power line along municipal road allowance which runs alongside farm of D. Cross-arm conductors overhand
onto D’s land (by 6 ft), as well as having power lines which droop at height of 34 feet. D alleges it trespasses since they own all space
up to heaven.
Issue: What is the extent of D’s rights to own what is above and below surface?
Ratio: Landowner is entitled to freedom from permanent structures which in any way impinge upon the actual or potential use and
enjoyment of his land.
Reasons:
Authorities divide into 2 groups- permanent structures- trespass, but ownership of land doesn’t necessarily include all air space
above land; transient structure- not trespass (aircraft)
AP- trespass only occurs where intrusion interferes with use and enjoyment of space; owner has limited right to air space- only
that which he can occupy- rest falls under res communis; latin maxim should be qualified by weighing rights of landowner v.
Public
Held: All cases involve air space immediately adjacent to surface of the land; trespass should be limited to height at which it is
contemplated owner might try to make use of land
Fact that he doesn’t occupy space doesn’t matter- it is so close to the land that continuous invasions of it affect use of surface
itself
Problem:
2 ways to describe ownership of air: (1) Treat air as possession of owner; corporeal (if you own the land, you also arguably own
the air space to some limit), (2) Just right of use- possessory ownership to use airspace (same as water)
- Is Didow a right of use or right of possession? Trespass was defined as protective of possessory interest. But court views
temporary interference as nuisance. Court missteps here- can’t have possessory right interfered with in nuisance, because that
is trespass. Cannot have transitory interference as nuisance, and permanent as trespass
- CA does not deal with zoning requirements preventing D from building on trespassed land, only refers to moving equipment
- Why does D seek only declatory relief? (No damages)? Wants to deal with company later, instead of receiving nominal damages
by court.
Policy Response
Hydro and Electricity Act- Power poles can cross land without consent without entitlement to compensation. Does this violate
Bill of Rights? No- bill is toothless and overridden.
Below the Surface
Edwards v. Sims
Facts: Edwards develops Great Onyx caves as tourist attraction since entrance is on his property. Cave reached under Lee’s land (1/3
of cave), hundreds of feet beneath. Lee sues Edwards for trespass, and Sims presides over whether survey of land could be forced.
Issue: How far below surface do entitlements extend? Does equity court have right to invade ownership of one individual (Edwards)
to ascertain truth before it? (via survey)
Ratio: Maxim applies to subsurface rights. Edwards best use of land doesn’t matter; private property rights allow for owners to be
pointlessly selfish.
Reasons:
Maxim- certain limitations on right of enjoyment of possession; court found little reason to distinguish cave and mine, and
since mine owner can be compelled by court of equity to permit inspection, so too can court force survey of cave; IF bona fide
claim.
Dissent: Survey is wrong against Edwards, without benefitting Lee
Edwards loses valuable right and may have land destroyed in someone without an interest in the cave, since Edwards spend
resources making cave into attraction
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Maxim has never been true; should be that he who surface is entitled to everything that can be taken from earth and used for
profit/happiness- This is not applicable here
Mining is not like cave; valuable aspect cannot be brought to surface, and has no value without Edwards investment; cave
should belong to owner of entrance, and should extend to all parts of cave explored
Guess that cave extends under Lee’s land is not enough evidence to warrant potential destruction in Edward’s interest
Problem: What do you did if multiple entrances exist? What if the entrance to the cave lies on your property, but you haven’t
explored the cave. Do you still own it? Do you own it only because energy is expended? Dissent is confusing and contradictory.
Ideal Rule: In absence of agreement, default rule should be that of majority; whoever own surface rights owns the cave, since cave
could be only few feet beneath land.
Economic Perspective – Coase Theorem
Coase Theorem- initial property allocation will not determine who will ultimately hold the property because users bargain (assuming
no transaction costs) regardless of legal rule applied. Any initial allocation of property will lead to efficient outcome of mutual
benefit to the parties involved.
Qualification- Must have zero transaction costs, and clearly assigned property rules. Initial entitlement will determine final
distribution, not final allocation.
Coase- Applied to Didow
Scenario 1: Assume least costly response of power company is to remove posts at cost of $32,000, all on its own. Assume further
airport is worth very little to farmer.
If power company wins, farmer suffers loss.
What if farmer wins? Power company has incentive to bargain with farmer for efficient outcome. Likely would result in
deal; company could offer farmer any amount less than $31,999 and both parties would be better off.
Regardless of litigation outcome, AGREEMENT IS REACHED.
Scenario 2: Assume farmer wishes to protect against effect of electricity. Farmer is willing to pay $40,000 to install property
installation, this is cheapest response. Power company can still bury lines for $32,000.
If farmer wins- company buries lines, since 32,000 < 40,000. Farmer won’t accept payment of $32,000, and power company
won’t offer more. Poles go down. NO AGREEMENT
If power co. wins- Cables will stay up, but farmer will pay more than $32,000 to power company to remove them.
AGREEMENT REACHED. Lines get buried.
Scenario 3: Given tens of thousands of transmission lines across Alberta occupy private property, assume lowest cost of abating is $3
mill. Value to farmers land is $100,000. Power companies available resources are $1,000,000.
If power company wins, farmer still does nothing.
If farmer wins, power company can pay off $100,000 with their $1 mill, and agreement would likely be reached
Theorem holdes
Scenario 4: Same scenario above, but value to farm is now $2 mill, cost of abating is $3 mill, and available resources are $2 mill.
Power company wins- poles stay up; farmer wouldn’t think it sensible to bury them
Farmer wins- Power Co. cannot afford to pay off farmer, nor can they afford to abate it. Wealth effect (constrained
preference) comes into play.
Idea is about facilitating deals, since there are many reasons why they won’t occur. It’s clear that it’s important to get the
allocation correct in the first place, since often ends up being final allocation. From efficiency point of view, make allocation
that is mostly likely to occur if market functions properly. Law should be market mimicker.
Broader Lessons Derived from Economic Analysis:
If Coase is right, why do we need property rules?
Efficiency is not the only thing that matters
Need for initial allocation
Law tries to minimize transaction costs
Anticipating market problems- high transaction costs, hold outs, bilateral monopoly (impossible deals), free rider effect, and
endowment effects (receiver of initial allocation may have higher determinative value then if attempting to negotiate
without initial endowment; people overvalue the thing if given it, lack of market to facilitate bargain
Mines and Minerals (Barton)
Canadian Law of Mining
Basic common law rule- minerals, except gold and silver, are part of land itself and belong to owner of the soil
o Prima facie rule, not absolute- exceptions are frequent
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Reserving minerals for Crown- big part of keeping them in public ownership

Tests for Mineral Reservation
1. Vernacular test- Is substance regarded as “mineral” in vernacular of miners, landowners, etc at time of severance?
2. Purpose and intentions test- Mines and minerals- not definite terms; susceptible to limitation or expansion according to
intention used
3. Exceptional Occurrences test- Minerals is not ordinary rock of district; must be exception (rare) substance
Other Points
What constitute a mineral is question of fact and is not definite
Onus to prove what is a mineral is on person alleging it to be a mineral
Whether it can be worked to earn a profit is relevant, but not absolutely dominant
If no limitations, minerals should be construed in widest sense
Statutory stuff for M&M access etc.
Mines and Minerals Act, s. 1: Includes all naturally occurring minerals (expressly includes a list) and excluded sand and gravel
(surface rights) clay and marl (surface rights) and peat (Law of Property Act, s. 56 (1) is a list of such materials)
Grant by Crown- M/M reserved for Crown unless expressed otherwise
Public Lands Act- s. 35 (1)- All mines and minerals and the right to work them are, by implication and without the necessity for any
express words of exception, excepted from every disposition and notification made under this Act.
Implies holding back of mines and minerals underneath someone’s land

Miners and Minerals Act, s. 10- It is hereby declared that no grant from the Crown, whether relating to land, minerals in
land or otherwise, has operated or will operate as a conveyance of gold and silver unless gold and silver are
expressly named and conveyed in the grant.
- Protects old exchange commodity from loss
Rights of The Surface Owner
What would the cujuc est solum maxim suggest?
o Owner of surface would acquire everything below the surface.
o However, ownership depends on the nature of the initial grant of the land in question.
o Freehold mineral estates do exist in Alberta:
o Fee simple ownership of mineral estates
o Mineral estates may be severed from the surface (surface v. subsurface)
Grants by Owner of Land:
o Law of Property Act, s.7: in a transfer by owner of land to another, all entitlements are transferred unless
expressly reserved or exempted.
o Default ruleTransfer all rights
Rights of surface owner without mines and minerals
o Law of Property Act, s.57 & 58: States that even though a surface owner may not own M&Ms, he is deemed
at all times to be the owner of, and entitled to the: sand, gravel, clay and marl on the surface of the land and
all of those substances as can be obtained by stripping off overburden or excavating from the surface (or
otherwise recovered by surface operations).
What if we have access to below surface mines/minerals, but not surface?
Common law- implied right to be able to enter; granting mineral rights is deemed to provide easement of necessity to
that individual
New (Statutory) Method:
Surface Rights Act, s. 12
Two ways for access for easement:
- Consent of owner/occupier
- Appear before surface rights board to obtain order of entry
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When surface owner is different than m/m owner? What if A sells B all mines and minerals, including access?
Surface Rights Act, s. 12(2)- must be separate consideration of sum of money to protect farms so they knew what they
were giving up in order to gain right of entry of the surface.
Hypothetical Examples:
1. What happens if Crown grants “Blackacre to A in fee simple” with no mention of mineral rights?
Maxim suggest A gets minerals, but what does s. 35 of Public Lands Act read? All mines and minerals and the right to work
them are excepted from every disposition and notification under this Act. Reservation of property rights.

-

2. Crown grants “Blackacre in fee simple” including mines and minerals. What are mines and minerals?
Can’t we just look for definition in Mines and Minerals Act, s. 10? No gold and silver for A. In general, however, Act specifies
“in this Act, mines and minerals mean this…”- not intended to answer general question; depends entirely on understanding at
time of grant.
o Must know what parties meant of mines and minerals at time of grant; definition in statute is not necessarily what
you would use

3. Lateral Boundaries
Land Bounded by Land
First Generation: Common law transfer system; very complex system
If you bought property, vendor must prove good chain of title of 40 years
This does not prevent you from buying from a rogue owner, and having the true owner come in later. Original owner is
entitled to receive property back; purchaser may sue rogue, if they can be found. All risk is on purchaser
Second Generation: Deeds Registration
Government establishes registry office. If you want your interest in land to be binding on next owner, you have to deposit
it with government who will register your rights.
Problem: If the document on title is a forgery, it is invalid and of no effect, regardless of whether it is registered under that
system.
Third Generation- Torrens system- marked shift- 1866
Documents of Land titles Registry now come into play. Big difference is the curtain and net principles.
o Curtain principle- you do not have to do a title search; curtain falls on past transactions
o Mirror Principle- title should be a mirror of all extant rights
o Net Principles- possible side effects of curtain- when system gives good title to purchaser, and “true” owner who
was previously cheated out of title has claim to ‘assurance’ fund (chipped into whenever buying property)
Risk has now shifted to benefit the purchaser by assuring them of legitimate claim to land. Original owners now loose, and
receive booby prize.
BUT- this may be the system, BUT the mirror is cracked, curtain is torn, and the net has holes in it.
Legal Descriptions
In all method of description, there is room for error
o Legal description is only one piece of evidence to be used to determine ownership; may also use extrinsic evidence
like the way the land was occupied
If legal description and extrinsic evidence is ambiguous, descriptive elements may be used in this order: natural boundaries,
lines drawn and corners marked at time of grant
If neighbours are unable to determine boundaries, use conventional line doctrine
Dominion Land Survey (DLS) (Alberta): take land and divide it up into squares
o North: Alberta Township System, South: completely different
o North Alberta Land Registration District: this is a land title search
o This is a fee simple estate
o Legal Description of the land:
o 4th meridianthere are 3 in Alberta (3rd, 4th and 5th)
o Ranges run parallel to meridians
o Township lines run perpendicular
o Within a box created by two townships and two ranges, there are 36 sections numbered in a snake like
method
o One section is divided into quarters
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o

o Each quarter section is approx. 160 acres
Gives us the ownersjoint tenants

Alberta Township System
o Meridians: Alberta border is 4th and parallel lines run westward called ranges
o Township lines go from south to north
o Boxes are called townships
 Township has 36 sections (numbered bottom right snaking up)
 Legal subdivisions (LSD): generic form of 16 boxes
o Southwest Quarter… etc
 ¼ of a section is quarter section
 start number at US border and snake up

1) A township system of mapping under which land is parceled into squares is the predominant method used in
Canada
2) Surveying system in Alberta = Dominion Land System = Alberta Town System (ATS)
3) In Western Canada, meridians (4,5,6), vertical ranges, township lines, other legal subdivisions
4) Ex ATS Reference: 4;24;52;17;SE
a) SE corner of 17th quarter section, 52nd section, 24 range, 4th meridian
5) Certificate of title:
a) Should be able to rely on top title of Land Title Certificate
b) Historically: would need to do ‘Title Search’ and check up to 40 years of history of title.
c) Interests/encumbrances on the fee simple are listed on the title
6) IF Error in Legal Description of Land:
a) Must be corrected by reviewing the description in a deed, and other extrinsic evidence, including the
manner in which the parties occupied the land
b) If ambiguous/erroneous, must give effect to those things least liable to be a mistake:
i. Natural boundaries
ii. Lines actually run, and corners actually marked (artificial monuments)
iii. Adjacent property lines and courses
iv. Existing courses and distances, preference prescribed based on circumstances
7) When neighbors are unable to determine boundary, a boundary can be agreed upon under the conventional line
doctrine
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8) Rights of neighbors are otherwise governed by torts (i.e. tort of private nuisance)
Settlement Plan
SubdivisionsPlan, Block, Lot #s
(ii) Mistaken Improvements
o Improvements made to one property, but we find out later that they encroach another propertyisn’t that
trespass?
o Law of Property Act, s.69: Improvements made on wrong land through error
69(1) When a person at any time has made lasting improvements on land under the belief that the land was the
person’s own, the person or the person’s assigns
(a) are entitled to a lien on the land to the extent of the amount by which the value of the land is
enhanced by the improvements, or
(b) are entitled to or may be required to retain the land if the Court is of the opinion or requires that this
should be done having regard to what is just under all circumstances of the case.
(2) The person entitled or required to retain the land shall pay any compensation that the Court may direct.
(3) No right to the access and use of light or any other easement, right in gross or profit a prendre shall be acquired
by a person by prescription, and no such right is deemed to have ever been so acquired.
REMEDIES:
1) Demand a survey to be done
i) May be an action in trespass
ii) Law of Property Act, s.69—“Improvements made on wrong land by error”
a) improver may seek a lien for value expended
b) improvement may be entitled OR required to buy the land
2) Adjoining property owners may establish a boundary by agreement in accordance with the “conventional line doctrine” (i.e.
neighbors agreeing to a property line when boundary cannot be determined by deed or plan. If one stands by while the other
makes improvements relying on the new line, the bystander is stopped from denying the validity of the line).
3) Damages
4) Occupational Rent
(iii) Lateral and Vertical Support
o Inherent rights of a property owner are to support your neighbor’s property
o So even if you are taking excavations on your own land, you could be liable for loss of lateral support to
your neighbor
o Plaintiff has to demonstrate that the loss would have happened even if there was down force of the
building
o Loss of vertical supportmining operations below the surface
o You should bargain for this right of support; right to subsistence to remove support should be built in (this
is what you would want)
Land Bound by Water

Summary of Rules:
- Accretion- to apply, change must be gradual and imperceptible
- Accretion applies even if the Crown owns the lake bed
- Right to accreted land does depend on if property runs to shoreline; if Crown owns narrow strip
between water and property, any accretion accrues to Crown.
- Why gradual and imperceptible? Requires for permanent protection of property and recognition
that riparian owner may lose or gain from rule. It does require distinction between slow and rapid
changes, which is grey area in law.
- Newly formed island belongs to owner of the lakebed (usually Crown)
(i) Common Law Rules
o Bed, Shores and Foreshores:
o Common law: distinguished water based on whether or not it is navigable and/or tidal
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Beds excluded here by express language in the grant “not covered” (if excluded in express language the
beds are assumed to be held by the crown)
 Milkriver case – this is discussed in Obiter.

Nastajus v. North Alberta (Land Registration District) (1989)
FACTS: lake recedes slowly and imperceptibly
ISSUE: who owns the land that has been acceded?
DECISION: law of accretion only applies to riparian owners (land that adjoins water).
 According to plan of subdivision, landowner land didn’t border waters of lake—they were not riparian owners
 Thus borders not extended and accreted land belongs to the Crown
RATIO: if the land extended due to receding shore, landowner’s title extends to it as long as newly exposed land is connected;
property must run to shore line
(ii) Statutory Regime In Alberta
o Public Lands Act, section 3(1): vests title to all beds and shores of naturally occurring bodies of water in the Crown.
If there is an express grant then it will override the implied reservation of beds and shores to the Crown. Unless
specified in grant before, on or after May 31, 1984; newly formed island belongs to owner of lakebed, except if
lakebed included in grant or Court held prior to 18 June 1931, on the owner of lakebed.
o Tidal of body of water—Riparian ownership extends to the highest water mark; land between high and low belong
to Crown.
(iii) Accretion (Notes)
o Law of Accretion
o Accretion may occur either by the gradual deposit of soil or sand by the permanent recession of water
o Includes erosion, encroaching, advance of water’s edge (diluvian) recession of water
o Doctrine of Accretion (Southern Centre of Theosophy Inc. v. State of South Australia)
o WERE changes gradual and imperceptible?
 The law considers the title to the land as applicable to the land as it may be so changed from
time to time
o WHY does it matter if accretion is gradual and imperceptible?
 Recognizes that a distinction needs to be made between progressions where one riparian owner
gains and one losses
o WHAT if accretion is not gradual and imperceptible?
(Robertson v. Wallace (2000)—sudden avulsion does not affect accretion or erosion)
 Where it was rapid, the original location of land still defines the boundary
 To give riparian owner benefit of access to water (Cox v. S Prestress (2001)—sudden avulsion
does not affect accretion or erosion. Law of accretion and avulsion is based on public policy; the
most practical reason for this rule is to give a riparian owner of the benefit of access to water)
 Evulsions are rapid and therefore not under accretion.
o Generally:
o As the contours of a body of water change, so does the configuration of the adjoining land
o If the water permanently rises (diluvian) or the land erodes, the land is lost to the owner
o If there is an accretion to land, or permanent recession of water the riparian owner is entitled to it
o Accretion is an inherent riparian right, but its operation may be excluded in the granting document
(either expressly or impliedly)
o A newly formed island will belong to the owner of the lakebed (usually the Crown)
o Statements of acreage are given subordinate weight to natural boundaries when there is ambiguity in a
grant. The natural boundary monument (lake shore trumps)
(iv) Riparian Rights Generally
o General Definition: Common Law—Usufructary (rights of use) rights accompanying ownership of land abetting
water
o Right of access to water:
o Right to take emergency measures against flooding
o Appropriate unlimited amount of water for ordinary uses
o Extraordinary purposes—manufacturing or crop irrigation—limited to conserve water for riparian tenants
downstream. Flow of river cannot be diminished as to quality and quantity.
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(v) Water Rights Legislation
o Water Act—specifies need to obtain a license for “extraordinary use of water”
o s.21codifies household use of water
o s.1(1)(y) specifies amount of water that may be used for household purposes
o may not divert additional water unless authorized by statutory scheme
o unless abrogated by state, common law riparian rights are in force
Water Hypothetical’s:
#1- To Z...all that portion of NE quarter of s. 33 in Twnshp 45 Range 20 west of the 4 th Meridian, Alberta, which is not covered by any
waters of Dried Meat lake”
If one owns property adjacent to body of water, it is a riparian tenement (right)
Title to the beds? Beds are excluded here by express language in grant.
#2- To Z... the north-east quarter of Section thirty-three (33) in Township Forty-Five (45) Range Twenty (20) West of the 4th
Meridian, Alberta.” We are also told that approximately 9 acres of quarter section are covered by Dried Meat Lake.
No mention of anything related to water rights
S. 3- Public Lands Act- 3(1) grants, notwithstanding any other law, the title to the beds and shores of (a) all permanent and
naturally occurring bodies of water, and (2) all naturally occurring rivers, streams, watercourses and lakes, is vested in the
Crown in right of Alberta.
BUT: 3(2) says 3(1) does not operate to affect grant that specifically conveys by express description a bed or shore
Argument: The title refers to NE quarter, which has some lake bed there, therefore is expressively granted to owner. Court
would rule not expressed enough- matter of degree
#3- To Z...all that portion of the NE quarter of S. 33 in Township 45 of Range 20 West of the 4th meridian, Alberta, which is not
covered by any waters of the Dried Meat Lake.
Assume the lake recedes. Who owns the ‘dry’ land?
o Accretion- if change is slow and gradual/imperceptible, then land owner gets possession. Riparian owner would
get remaining sliver of land, otherwise result would be dramatic and riparian rights lost.
o Abolition- dramatic/sudden transformation which can result in loss of riparian rights. Title does not change (crown
keeps title).
What is the difference between slow and dramatic change?
o Change must be slow and perceptible, but this does NOT include if soil revealed is of noticeably different quality or
color; it must be that the change is gradual enough so that moment to moment we can’t identify it is happening.
#4- Sudden increases in volume of lake results for several years, so landowners land remains submerged and takes on characteristics
of lake bed. Change is very rapid. Own owns land?
S. 3(1) of Public Lands Act- specifically says “but not withstanding any other law’, so you must factor out accretion rules,
and the bed then belongs to the Crown
#5- To Z...all that portion of the NE quarter of S. 33 in Township 45 of Range 20 West of the 4 th meridian, Alberta, which is not
covered by any waters of the Dried Meat Lake, containing one hundred and fifty-one (151) acres, more or less.”
Assume lake recedes, gradually and imperceptibly.
Has accretion been displaced by grant? Is it saying you’re getting 151 acres, so any increases in quarter section don’t
belong to you?
o More or less means approximately. You need stronger statement to rebut the presumption that you are to
maintain your riparian rights.
#6- A river runs through your land with an oxbow. Slowly but sure, land is eroded until suddenly, the water forms a new path,
thereby leaving dry patch where river one flowed. Who owns the dry patch?
Court held that avulsion applies here, despite gradual erosion necessary, the ultimate change to the land occurred rapidly,
thus falls under abolition principles.

4. Fixtures
Nature, Content, and Rationale
How does the Law know whether something is a fixture or not?
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Presumptive default in sale of Black Acre includes:
All fixtures, if truly fixtures in law, are subsumed in title with reality, and cease to be personal property. To determine if an
object is fixture, we must use objective intention of what parties thought.
Degree of annexation- is it attached or not?
o Can be attached, but not a fixture, but the rebuttable assumption is that the item has become fixture; strength of
attachment = strength of presumption
o Must be attached by more than its own weight
Object (purpose) of annexation- sole ground for rebuttal of above presumption
o Is purpose to enhance the land (fixture) or for betterment of chattel (chattel)
Note: Chattels attached may still be chattels, and items not attached may be considered as fixtures (i.e., keys)
Including in a contract “this is not a fixture” is not enough to determine characterization
Elements
La Salle Recreations v Canadian Camdex Investments Ltd
Facts: Carpeting in hotel is bought with carpet vendor retaining title as security until paid. Building containing carpet is subject to
mortgage. Carpet is not properly registered in land registry office, although the lean is registered under Personal Property Security
Acts. When building is sold, is the carpet considered a fixture?
Issue: Is carpet considered a fixture and thus subsumed in the reality?
Decision: Carpet is a fixture
Ratio: If object enhances value of a premises, and is affixed in even slight way with permanent affixing, it may be concluded that
object is part of realty.
Application of Fixtures Test:
Degree of annexation- slight- carpet and rubber removable with little effort
Object of Annexation- better/more effectual use of building with carpet; not better use of the goods as goods
o Plywood was unsuitable; carpets finished the freehold (suggests fixture)
o Carpet has no value if not attached, which explains the manner in which it is secured- Not affixed for purpose of
selling it with property. (chattel-ish)
o Required for completion of the floors (fixtures)
o Carpeting periodically replaced (but permanent shouldn’t mean forever)
o Used carpet can be resold (fixture)
Problem: Factors #1, and #3 are essentially same thing, arguing for fixture, and #4 and #5 are equivocal, so we are left with one
argument for fixture, one for chattel.
How to Prevent Such Issues
General rule is when you have clashing security interests, chattel becomes affixed so it falls under land security
May be right of entry to remove fixture (in contract) but will not prevail over mortgage interest if registered before arrival
of fixture
Disputes are now regulated by statute- must take chattel interest and register it before mortgage and before becoming
fixture; failure to register means loss of priority in subsequent dealings.
Right to removal in default may be exercised, with notice, and damage caused by removal may be claimed by person with
land interest
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Test For Fixtures:
1. If article is not attached by other than own weight- chattel
a. Unless circumstances show intention for it to be part of land
2. If affixed even slightly, = fixture
a. Unless circumstances show opposite intention
3. Unless circumstances are clear for all to see (objective test) to show alternative intent via (a) degree of annexation or (b)
object of annexation
4. Intention of person affixing article is material only so far as can be presumed by degree and object of annexation (not
interested in subjective reasons)
Tenants Fixtures
If tenant installs fixture, according to fixtures test, you enhanced freehold tenure since chattel becomes subsumed in realty
Creates problem- default rule is tenant may restore fixture to chattel status
o Only certain types of fixtures are subject to the rule (trade, ornamental, purposes of domestic convenience)
o Implied right of detachment may be abridged by contract
o Removal is precluded if it results in serious damages; incidental damages must be paid for by remover
o Must be timely removal (before lease expires)
May alter basic tenets of removal of tenant’s fixtures, particularly with long term commercial arrangements where
fixtures/alteration are added without contemplation of eventual removal
Contractual Terms- Classification and Detachment
Diamond Neon (Manufacturing) Ltd v. Toronto Dominion Reality Co.
Facts: P affixed 2 signs on property of Uptown, with a term in contract specifying signs are not to become fixtures and remain owned
by P. Uptown sells to new owner, and P leases sign to next outfit. They anticipated renewing contract when next owner took over,
but D buys land, and having no knowledge of contract with P, takes down signs and sells to third party.
Issue: Is attached sign considered a fixture? Is this a conversion of property?
Ratio: If fixed by way of attachment, the item is entitled to be transferred with title, then even if severed and returned to chattel
status and sold, it is still a fixture
Reasons:
Parties to a contract cannot affect legal characterization of the sign
P can have no greater rights then that as against freeholder; they could’ve entered onto lease and removed sign before lease
expired (parasiti con lease right), but once lease ended, so did their claim on sign
Under PPSA, P could’ve claimed the right, at the end of the lease, to reclaim their sign.
PPSA- not a general fixtures registry; only for purposes of characterization such as this case
Dissent:
Sign, through unique wording, has ability to indicate its intention to owner of property as to whether it is intended to be chattel
Sign adds no additional value to property, much as unique brass fitting with lawyer’s name attached to a door; this brass fitting
would be ruled a chattel, so should sign
Sign is not conclusive, but should’ve put owner on notice as to whether signs were included with conveyance
Fixtures and Security Interests
Chattels
Chattels can be sold subject to a security interest under which vendor enjoys right of repossession in the event of default
payment
Common law rule- chattel affixes = falls under land security. Security holder loses right of repossession and is left only with
action on debt against purchaser.
Personal Property Security Act- If you have chattel that may become fixture, and have ongoing interest in item, you can register it in
under this act, as well as land titles office against land involved...
o If security interest is acquired after goods become fixtures, priority if given to land mortgage since they have
already become part of the land

5. The Transformation of Chattels
Types of Mixed Chattels:
1) Confusion: combination of fungibles (interchangeable things) – intermixture, comingling, admixture, confusion of fungibles
2) Accession: joining of goods: chattel + chattel; natural accession: of an animal
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3)

Alteration: (labor) which creates a new object (specificatio): material comes from A but labor comes from B

Common Law:
o When the intermixture is INNOCENT; parties are co-owners of the combined mass based on their relative contributions
o When one party is at FAULT then the wrongdoer would suffer the fault and title to everything would pass to the innocent
party (not law anymore)
1) Confusion/Intermixture
Glencore International A.G. et al v. Metro Trading International Inc
Facts: MTI buy, mixes, and sells oil, including that belong to G. MTI failed to store oil separately, comingling it with oil of various
qualities. MTI then goes bankrupt, and is significantly short of the oil that MTI contributed, but some oil is now refined as well.
Issue: Who owns the comingled oil?
Reasons:
Person being delivered oil was not intended to take ownership of oil
Different quality- depositor is entitled to receive equal quantity as he put into it, with any doubt as to quality held in favour of
depositor
In cases where one party wrongfully mixes his goods with another so they cannot be separated, innocent party is entitled to
recover the whole of his mixture
When oil is of new specification, and new produce is produced, it’s owned in common and proportions owned of new blend
relate to proportions/ quality of oil submitted.
Rule in General
Old rule- if wrongdoer and you combine your goods with B, combined mass is owned by innocent party.
o Problem- your punishing wrongdoer, but we should be aiming for compensation, not punishment. Court’s decided
that if A’s portion is larger than B’s pilfered portion, applying the above rule would result in substantial injustice.
New Rule- Decide what original proportion was, and reassign them. Discrepancy is held against wrongdoer (reversing onus of
proof- remnants of old rule as default judgment)
How do you know when you have an intermixture that triggers this response?
o Are combined widgets that take years to separate different from sapphires and rubies combined?
o In all cases of confusion, must ask if there is kind of confusion necessary to pass threshold.
2) Accession
Natural accession- birth of offspring- owner of mare gets offspring.
Joinder of 2 (or more) objects- what is the threshold requirement? Who gets the thing?
(i) Definition/Tests
Law of Accession—designed primarily to resolve disputes in which 2 or more chattels become attached
o Natural Accession—refers to the owner’s rights of the offspring of an animal:
 If a foal is born to a mare, the offspring belongs to whoever owns the mare
 Exception: offspring of swans.
o Artificial Accession—how do we decide when an accession has occurred?
o
If the goods of one person are affixed to the land or chattel, they may become part of it and so accrue to the owner of
the principal thing
Remedies of Accession:
1) Allow defendant to keep goods but pay damages.
2) Give new item to plaintiff
3) Allow plaintiff to keep new chattel but pay for improvements.
(ii) Identifying The 'Principal' Chattel
o Accession is made to the “principal” chattel, which is usually the item that has the greatest market value. Give parties back
whatever they originally owned where possible. Principal Chattel:
(a) Market Value: at the time of affixing, whichever is worth more.
(b) Functional value: add an engine to a car, car will be principal chattel.
Tests for Accession:
1. “Injurious removal test” – can items be removed without serious injury to principle chattel?
2. “Separate existence”- Accession would arise only if there has been complete incorporation to the point of extinction of identity
of the original chattel
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3.

Destruction of utility- even though the article can be removed without damage to the principal chattel, would that nevertheless
destroy its usefulness (taking tires off truck)
4. ‘Fixtures’ test- Degree and purpose of annexation determine if accession occurs
General Principals
Courts find accession only when necessary; otherwise they detach property
Statutory regimes (PPSA)- minimal attachment falls under accession, but right to removal
When deciding who gets new item, determining principle chattel may not always lead to fair result.
3 orders are possible- wrongdoer keeps goods and pays damages, new item goes to innocent party, or innocent party gets
goods if damages are paid
o Depends on if D is owner of principal chattel, and if that party was innocent
If you innocently accession and you own principle chattel, return to P + compensation
McKeown v. Cavalier Yachts Pty. Ltd
Facts: P owns laminated hull worth $1800. He wanted it for yacht worth $24,000. D entered agreement with P to do work, but then
D sold all assets to S. Supplemental agreement is reached for additional $20,000 to get yacht. S finished yacht, but claims
ownership when not receiving full payment, saying hull was an accession to their work.
Decision: Work done by S becomes part of laminated hull. Entire product is owned by P.
Reasons:
If minor chattel can be detached, an order may be made for its return (or damages)
Since hull cannot be removed without destroying yacht, accretion applies (INJURIOUS REMOVAL TEST- highest thresholdmust be very stuck together to meet it)
Must determine what principle chattel is:
o D argues accretions have greater value than hull, making hull the minor chattel, and therefore accretions are
principle chattel. Title should fall to owner of principle chattel.
o Courts have not defined minor chattel, but argue that marginal increases in value meant at all times the hulls value
was worth more than marginal improvements
o Could also have used functionality test; if items are added to guitar, even if expensive, guitar remains principle
chattel due to its functionality
D argues he’s innocent party who thinks he owns chattel- doesn’t make sense- if manager did work without making inquiry,
not same as buying with defect in title
Once specific restitution is awarded, S should receive compensation for work done- D is entitled to compensation for
increasing value of chattel so long as P gave full and free acceptance to work being done. (trying to avoid windfall to P)
o No free acceptance- P had no opportunity to elect for improvements
o Test for compensation could also be if incontrovertible benefit was received; if yes, P must pay compensation
before receiving specific recovery. Incontrovertible benefit is that he wouldn’t have gotten a boat at all without D.
Gidney v. Shank (A different approach)
Facts: F is original owner of canoe. It is stolen and unknowingly sold to G. G invested $800 into canoe, before it is taken by police
and returned to F. G sues for value of benefit received.
Issue: Is there juristic reason for the increased value? Can we apply incontrovertible benefit?
Reasons:
No mention of accretion. Gidney only argued for money, not possession.
Unjust enrichment- 3 requirements:
o Enrichment- canoe was improved and returned to F
o Corresponding deprivation- P lost benefits of his labour
o Absence of juristic reason for the enrichment- court finds there is juristic reasons- F had no way of knowing canoe
was being improved, and no prior relationship between parties- no consent was thus granted for improvement.
o Juristic reason- if explanation based on law for the enrichment of one at the detriment of another, then
enrichment is not unjust- no remedy
Decision: P entitled to no costs.
What if G had wanted canoe back? Could Cavalier Yachts marginal change argument work?
Changes are auxiliary to main item, so canoe may be returned
If F gets canoe, should he pay, as the innocent improver?
o F had no choice but accept it, and may have been content with old canoe. We must strike balance between these
innocent parties.
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o

F gets benefit, especially if selling canoe later on due to increased amount. May get lean against canoe, so notified
of sale.

What if innocent improvements are made to land due to imperfect surveys?
Law of Property Act- s. 69 (1)
o Court may issue you lean, or appoint you to buy the land to acquire title
o Must be innocent user, and create a lasting improvement (fixture, not necessarily a subjective improvement)
3) Specificatio (alteration)
Alteration of item produced by A transforming chattel owned by B into new item
Goods must be substantially transformed, but extent of transformation is not clear.
May be based on if new species is created and/or reversibility of the work
Silbury & Calkins v. McCoon & Sherman
whiskey belonged to the owner of the corn. New product (whiskey) is unidentifiable of the original product. Principal chattelwhiskey distiller, so whiskey could be owned by the whiskey producer. Using old rule, the taker of corn= wrongdoer, so they lost all
title
Jones v. DeMarchant:
 Plaintiff’s husband took 18 of her beaver skins, combined with 4 of his and made defendant (his mistress) a coat
 Includes elements of confusion (the P’s pelts were mixed with others), accession (the pelts had been inseparably merged) and
alteration (the work performed to produce the coat was significant, and the pelts were changed into something new.
 Principles of accession—coat belongs to the plaintiff.
The problem, and solutions, closely resemble accession
Substantial Injustice Test
o Where an innocent party taking results in a person’s chattel being converted, the courts will say that the taker will be able
to keep the item but must compensate the party from which he took the item.
o “True owner is entitled to seize the property in its new shape if he can prove the identity of the original materials.”

Chapter 4: The Concept of Possession
1. The Relevance of Possession in the Law: An Overview
A. Possession in law is highly flexible and depends on context (harder to take possession of land than chattels). Purpose of
defining possession must be given legal context.
B. Proof of title- possession is proof of title against all except those with a better claim
C. Modes of acquisition of property- honestly, legally, illegally
D. Rights, obligations, and remedies- relative concept of property
E. Possession and its functions.

2. Elements of Possession- Generally
-

-

Animus- intention to possess
o Can you objectively be intended to possess something even if you are unaware of it? Sometimes the court says
you constructively possess something if it is found on you (i.e., marijuana)
Factum- physical possession
o Might have different idea of possession when it comes to first acquisition vs. Something already in your possession

Factors Relevant to Possession
1) Degree of physical control
a. Physical possession – the word “possession” may mean effective, physical or manual control, or occupation,
evidenced by some outward act, sometimes called de facto possession (or occupation). This is a question of fact
rather than law.
b. Legal possession – that possession which is recognized and protected by as such by law. Legal possession requires
(1) Animus possidendi (the intention to possess) and (2) Factum (physical control). The Interpretation of these 2
components can vary substantially.
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2)

De Facto Possession
i. Legal possession is often associated with de facto possession, but legal possession may exist without de
facto possession, and de facto possession is not always regarded as possession in law.
ii. A person who, although having no de facto possession, is deemed to have possession in law is sometimes
said to have constructive possession.
Knowledge of existence and nature

Constructive possession- refers to form of possession in which mandated elements of control and/or intention have been relaxed.
Likewise, one might be considered to have the intention to possess the items on one’s property even though the presence of those
items is unknown.
Possession v. Custody
o An agent or servant holding goods belong to principle or master is said to have custody (e.g.- car lease- driver has
custody of car, but no legal possession)
o If an employee/servant takes possession (not just custody), that person must really be independent contractor
Immediate and postponed rights to possession
o Immediate Right: When you can claim a good back immediately, even if not in your possession (e.g. bailment,
temporary loan of chattel)
o Postponed right: when you cannot demand your good back for certain period of time (e.g. life estates or leases)

3. Basic Concepts Explored
Popov v. Hayashi
Facts: Bonds 73rd homerun ball is hit into stands. P initially has ball in his glove, but gets tackled to the ground, and somehow loses
the ball. H picks up ball. P intended to maintain control, but is unclear whether control was maintained. D commits no wrongful
act.
Issues: Did P have adequate physical control of ball for it to be his possession?
Ratio: When multiple parties have valid property claims, court may recognize undivided interest in the property in proportion to the
strength of the claim.
Reasons:
2 competing definition of possession
o Requires physical control over item and intent to exclude others from it
o Physical relation of possessor to the thing is not enough; also must be intent to control it
Case law depends on context, so Gray’s rule applies to fact at hand:
o Actor must retain control after incidental contact; P failed this, so no full possession
o This was due to unlawful conduct, so P instead has ‘pre-possessory’ right for possession which was interrupted by
the unlawful act.
o But since H is not a wrongdoer, and pre-possessory right does not establish full rights, a middle ground is neededsplit ball’s proceeds in half
P failed to reduce ball to his own exclusive domain to create exclusively recognizable interest in the ball
Wild Animals- the common law
Animals- possession in context- not absolute, only qualified property
o Conversion- taking tamed wild animals or animals not old enough to run away
o Right to hunt/kill/take wild animals on own property
Qualified property- if wild animals are in your possession, it’s property. If they escape, they cease to be your property.
o Inducement for owners to take control; applies only to WILD animals (domestic = chattels)
Pierson v. Post – standard rule
Facts: 2 people are chasing fox. Post is in pursuit, but Pierson does the capture. Who is entitled to the fox?
Pierson is given possession. He took first possession (not followed in Popov).
Other ways to create entitlement, short of possession:
o Mortally wounding animals, while not abandoning pursuit- declares unequivocal intention of appropriating his
animal, so other capturer would deprive him of this right.
o Setting up of traps
o Kill the fox- ceases to be wild- becomes absolute ownership
Mere chasing of animal is not satisfactory for possession; result is to uncertain
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Dissent: Rule should be pursuit is reasonable entitlement to possession (i.e., if pursuer is within reach, or has reasonable prospect of
catching, he has intention of converting for own use)
Newfoundland Seal Cases - variation
Clift v. Kane
Facts: Ship kills 1000 seals, when the ship meant to carry them becomes jammed in ice. Crew exits ship, killing 3000 more seals,
slowly hauling bodies back to boat. Another ship sails by, and starts loading up carcases.
Decisions: Since seals are killed and marked, treated same as inanimate property. Belong to original ship. Ship #2 is entitled to
salvage fee for recovering them.
Dissent: Carcasses could still escape; killing is just first step done when animals is brought on board. As long as seals are unshipped,
they are beyond power and possession of killer.
Doyle v. Bartlett
If killer has animus revertendi combined with potential recuperandi, no one has legal right to interfere with them.
If pursuit of dead animals is abandoned, either because he can’t reach or can’t stow them, they revert to common stock
and become subject to first possession rule.
What is fundamental concern- seal hunt must go well.
Which of these two rules would be more conducive to preventing waste?
o Generic rule- If second ship saves seals from waste, ship #2 gets some compensation for saving them, but they
remain possession of ship #1
o Deemed Abandonment- Once ship #1 loses ability to get them, they lose title. Ship #2 gets possession (traditional
rule)
Generic rule- may lead to over-harvesting of seals, since the first ship will have incentive to kill more seals than they can
take in, since partial compensation will be received. Further, ship #2 may choose to kill their own seals, and receive full
payment, rather than saving other seals and receiving only a salvage fee.
Deemed Abandonment- more efficient
Animus Revertendi: meaning and rationale
Animus Revertendi (intention to return)- If wild animals escape, and they return on their own will (such as Falcons), the
owner is deemed to be an exception to qualified possession.
o Animal with propensity to return- remains in constructive possession of capturer
Like main principle, its designed to induce owners to tame and control

4. Adverse Possession
Meaning
Squatters’ Rights- the title holder of land may be barred by statute from suing a person/persons who have been in adverse
possession of that land for a specified period- 10 years in Alberta- after this time the title of the paper holder is extinguished and the
adverse possessor assumes best claim to the land.
Rationales
A. Quiet Title: General concern about allowing stale claims (lost evidence, dead witnesses) to affect proper ownership of
property.
a. Potential defects in title are cured by demonstrating their title is extinguished
B. Promotion of Productivity- Rightful owner may not have been putting property to good use. Adverse possessor’s labour is
protected.
C. Efficiency of land
a. Ziff- doesn’t agree- this means you must be vigilant against trespassers.
D. Risk of faulty title used to weigh heavily on shoulders of purchaser; if an unknown interest came forward, they would bear
the brunt of it.
a. Must show chain of title for 40 years- this could be inaccurate; purchaser still liable
b. Purchaser sleeps easier with adverse possession; know they possessed for 10 years, so any claim on possessory
right has extinguished.
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Basic Elements
What quality of possession is needed to have adverse possession?
A. Possession must be open and notorious to put owner on notice- he ought to have known you were there, but actual
knowledge is not necessary
B. Continuous- can’t be broken in any way, depends on context of property
C. Adverse- can’t be allowed there (i.e., lease). Must be hostile (not consensual)
D. Actual- not constructive possession, some real presence. Depends on nature of land.
a. If only use part of land (say, improper fence placement)- in theory, may only be entitled to part of land you used,
but may be deemed as constructive possession of entire premises
b. Inconsistent use test
E. Exclusive
F. Peaceful: can’t be possess “illegally” (ie. Breaking and entering)
Test of Inconsistent Use
Incorporeal hereditament: abuse easement in a way that you did not have a right to do, such that you took possession as if you
were the true owner. Could support claim, but this use is not necessarily against papered owners wishes.
Test of Inconsistent Use: Adverse possessor must make use of the owner’s property with an intention to exclude the owner from
such uses they want to make of their property. If test fails, cannot support a claim of adverse possession.
Problem with the test- even if I knew you were on my land, couldn’t I always claim that my intention was to sell the land in
the future? This could always be used to revoke this test, thereby prevent claims of adverse possession.
o This is not the case- Keefer- squatter was not completely unsuccessful; wins right with respect to garage.
o Problem: Couldn’t owner have claimed garage under fixtures law?
Note: HL has held this test is restricted to those cases where squatter is aware papered owner has some special purpose for land, so
if squatter doesn’t conflict with that use, may show some support that Squatter never intended to possess the land.
Keefer v. Arillotta
Facts: Strip of land runs between residential property of K and business of A, including a driveway, grass strip, and a sidewalk
providing access to K’s apartment. A legally owns it, but K challenged adverse possessory interest in land.
Reasons:
K’s conduct- used driveway at night, put down gravel, maintained grass, etc.
A’s conduct- Used land for deliveries, customer parking, moving trucks.
Person claiming possessory interest must show 3 things:
o Actual possession for statutory period by themselves
o Such possession was with intention of excluding the owner from possession
 Easement granted to K- does not necessarily translate to possession
o Discontinuous use of possession for statutory period by owners
 Hard to prove when on land pursuant to permission from A
Intention to exclude- fails- just good neighbourly relations in allowing land use
Discontinuous use- fails- Owners used land as much as they wanted to; constructive possession legal owner has of whole
property cannot be ousted because he’s not in actual possession of the whole
Teis v. Ancaster (Town)
Facts: T claims possessory title over 2 strips of land owned by A. T has farmed land continuously since 1970, but has allowed
laneway for public parking. Town only challenged ownership in 1989 when requiring land for park. A never told T to stop using land,
and after 2 more years, town’s use of land began to interfere with T, so they sue for possessory title.
Issue: Did T have right to possessory interest?
Ratio: Test of inconsistent user cannot apply in cases of mutual mistake.
Reasons:
To succeed, acts of possession must be open, notorious, peaceful, adverse, exclusive, actual, and continuous- trial judge
found this to be the case.
o Continuity- varies with type of property
T contends possession was not inconsistent with its T’s intended use, since they never intended to use it until 1989, so
statutory period shouldn’t run until then.
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Held: Test of inconsistent use cannot apply to cases of mutual mistake. If true owner believed land belonged to claimant
(as they did in this case), owner can have no intended use of the land, so use cannot be inconsistent with intention. Test
always fails.
o By refusing test, actually making it easier for innocent adverse possessors to win, while making test more rigorous
for non-innocent users
Even issue #2 (intention to exclude) is difficult for cases of mutual mistake

Jewitt v. Bill
Facts: After respondent paid taxes on lot and harvesting its wood, trial judge held that respondent had bare possessory title, but no
title to this lot.
Reasons:
No ownership right unless adverse possession ripened to ownership through time lapse
Just as title without possession is not trespass against third parties, possession without legal title is not sufficient either
Defendant in action of trespass cannot set up owner to justify infringement on the plaintiff’s de facto possession, he cannot
plead just tertii and claim another has better right to possession than plaintiff, unless entry is committed by authority
Jus tertii- right of a third person- in action between X and Y, it is irrelevant that Z had right that trumps both of theirs, so
long as neither A nor B were acting on authority of Z
o If claiming interference with right to gain possession, must be prepared to meet defence of just tertii and show
that right to possession resides in plaintiff
Limitation Periods
Limitations Act
S. 3 (1)- If claimant doesn’t seek remedial order within: (a) 2 years after the claimant first knew, or in the circumstances
ought to have known, or (b) 10 years after the claim arose, whichever period expires first, the defendant, on pleading this
Act as a defence, is entitled to immunity from liability in respect of this claim.
o 2 years after you ought to have known- could be many years after reasonable person would’ve deduced relevant
facts; maximum of 10 years
S. 4- The limitation period provided by subsection (1)(a) does not apply where a claimant seeks a remedial order for
possession of real property, including a remedial order under section 69 of the Law of Property Act.
What happens after 10 years expires?
Old act- specifically said right and title of that person had extinguished
New version- this part of the act is omitted.
o Before 1833- effect of Statute of Limitations was to prevent remedies, not rights. Person could recover land
peacefully and reassert old title.
Revisited Act: Includes s. 3(6)- The re-entry of a claimant to real property in order to recover possession of that real
property is effective only if it occurs prior to the end of the 10-year limitation period provided by subsection (l)(b).
o After 10 years, can’t sue or take back title
Note: In Alberta, you can’t claim adverse possession for Crown land. In most other areas, length of time is merely extended.
Adverse Possession and land registration
Most land claim systems, Alberta excluded, abolish adverse possession rules.
o System does not guarantee that legal description of the land is accurate
o Curtain principle- curtain closes on ownership rights in spite of this
Ziff: Adverse possession on Crown land is not possible in Alberta, but it may be possible elsewhere.
o Alberta—Torrens System operates—curtain principle: rely on the correctness of the name registered to the title.
o Torrens system reverses the risk and places it on the title-holderso if a bona fide purchaser for value (BFP) purchased land
where there is a mistake with respect to the title in the registry, title will rest with the innocent BFP.
Sale of Land
If A (squator) sells land to A’, after squatting for 6 years, that 6 years accrues to A’
If B (squatee) sells land to B’, without proper notice on the title of the squatter, the clock starts over. If notice, B’ picks up
some of that time.
Even if A has squatted for 11 years, if B sells, B’ gets fresh clock, since B’ is not bound.
o Once 10 years and a day is up, squatter should apply for possession.
What about inheritance of gifts?
o Limitations Act, s. 8: Clock continues to run.
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If the right to recover possession of real property first accrued to a predecessor in title of the claimant from whom
the claimant acquired the title as a donee, proceedings to recover possession of the real property may not be
taken by the claimant except within 10 years after the right accrued to that predecessor
Notice by the true owner- must be notice on the record. Must go to claims office, file caveat of possessory interest to be
protected against future transfers.

Personal Property
Have 2 years after you know, or ought to have known that the wrong has occurred. Period begins with actionable wrong
you could’ve sued for.
See notes on O’keefe and Snyder
If party with ownership is sold to third party, period runs again (problematic solution)
Other cases claim only forbearance on law suits; not prevented from claiming ownership by some other means
Barberee v. Bilo (clock begins at time of wrong/conversion)
Held: Limitation period runs 2 years from date of refusal to return chattel. Once property is passed onto third party,
even after 2 years, a new period starts.
FACTS: Barberree’s husband took motorcycle (which belonged to Barberree) from her at the time of the couple’s separation in 1985.
Plaintiff demanded the return of the motorcycle, but husband refused. Plaintiff’s husband sold the motorcycle to Bilo (defendant) in
1990. Defendant became aware prior to possession that the motorcycle was registered under plaintiff; defendant tried to stop the
payment on the check to the husband but failed; defendant claims that he owns the title.
ISSUE: whether the plaintiff “lost her rights of recovery against the third party seller (husband), and whether the husband can
transfer title free of the plaintiff’s claim?
DECISION: plaintiff has an action against defendant for motorcycle.
REASONING:
Lord Denning: Two Principles: (1) protection of property (i.e. no one can give better title than he himself possesses); and (2)
protection of commercial transactions (i.e. in good faith and for value without notice should get good title.”
o Defendant claims that the concept of adverse possession can be applied (two-year limitation). However, the court
said that the doctrine of adverse possession does not apply to personal property. The ownership in the
motorcycle had not passed to the husband and remains with plaintiff. Therefore, principal of nemo dat quod non
habet (“one cannot give that which he does not have.” (Husband cannot sell the motorcycle)
o Doctrine of simple possession applies: “the possession of goods can assert ownership over those goods as against
all the world except for the rightful owner.” Plaintiff continues to have the rightful ownership.
o TIME FRAME: The period for commencing an action begins at the time of demand of return of chattel and
refusal. The two-year period seemed to have expired in the case at bar. However, once the property passed to
defendant, the limitation for an action against him begins to run anew, since he has committed a new conversion.
Court found a cause of action against defendant was within two years from the time of plaintiff’s demand and
defendant’s refusal.
O’Keefe v. Syder (Discovery rule: Clock begins at time of discovery)
Held: Rejects the restarting of limitation periods. This would undermine purpose of protecting stale claims. Right of true
owner is extinguished after 2 years.
Adopts same language as Limitations Act
LubreeInnocent purchaser of stolen painting did not have its statute of limitation renewed until X years after true owner makes
demand for its return. Until this point, possession is not wrongful.
o For theft, statute of limitations runs from time of theft

5. Possession and Law of Finding
(B) The Nature of Possessory Title: Rights and Obligations of the Occupier:
o Superior rights (in land or building or occupier of chattel) than finder for chattels in or attached (whether or not occupier is
aware of item)
o Superior rights to Finder for chattel upon or in, except if, before finding has manifested intention to own or control area in
question
o Must take steps to find true owner;
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Law of Finding
Basic Rule: If item is abandoned, finder retains right against all others, except those who have a better right.
Rationale:
As against wrongdoers, possession is title
Title is relative claim- when dispute erupts concerning property, and court is faced with several claimants, all the court must
do is claim that among these claimants, person X has the better right, even if somebody out there has a better right. Court
is only concerned with parties before them that day.
Ranks of Interests
o True owner
o Person with prior interest at the time of finding
o Occupier has better title than finder (if cached and not lost)
o Finder
*It is still very much about the relative nature of the title
Policy: Finder’s cases are difficult to reconcile; judges often make decision on basis of facts and credibility of the parties before
them.
Trachuk v. Olinek
Facts: D locate bag of money on a lease site located on a farm leased by T but in control of Oil Company. T argues that since he is in
de facto possession of land, he has a right to money. Finders claim that their right is superior against all others in the world except
the true owner.
Held: Recoverers of money had greater possessory rights. They get possession of found chattel
Reasons:
Discoverers of money- quasi-bailee of money- refuse to hand it to owner until proof
Finder of chattel- no absolute ownership, just right against all but owner or anyone with prior right
No evidence of abandonment, so this is not case of “true finder” where chattel is lost, so recoverer only claims possessory title
subject to right of occupier of private land
T does not have de facto possession- no effective control to prevent against interference or control over workers on the land
T can’t show legal possession- since he can’t exclude trespassers on the land (fenced off and controlled by oil field through
lease)
What other claims could people have made in Trachuk?
Amoco- contained right to exclusive possession of surface/subsurface rights
o Hannah v. Peele- home requisition my military, when soldiers find brooch, owner loses in suit for possession.
Occupation is key element.
What if four finders were contesting each other? Is uncovering it “finding” it? (Pierson v. Post). Are they agents for their
company (boss may have superior claim then them), or independent contractors?
What about Signalta, who hired the defendants boss?
Province “treasure trove”- would have to expand this claim beyond gold and silver
The Relevance of Wrongdoing and Rights and Duties of a Finder
o Takes right only if abandoned and under finder care and control
o Loss does not change nature of right
o Finder has very limited rights if trespassing or with dishonest intent
o Cannot profit from wrongdoing
o But even trespasser may acquire rights if no criminality
o Finder acquires right to keep it against all but true owner or one with prior right
o Unless wholly incidental, employees who find, find for the employer
o Obligation to take all right steps to find true owner.
Hannah v. Peel (1945) (K.B.)
o FACTS: Plaintiff (soldier) found brooch in defendant's house and gave it to police. No owner claimed it - so police gave to
defendant who sold it. Plaintiff sued for return of brooch or its value (defendant never had possession of house - just
owned it).
o ISSUE: Who gets the brooch, the finder or the property owner?
o HELD: The finder gets the brooch.
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RATIO: Plaintiff had title to brooch b/c he found it and it was lost. Broach doesn't go to landowner b/c wasn't attached to or
buried in the land. Also, plaintiff's employer (army) doesn't get title to broach b/c didn't express an interest to broach.
Generally: a person finding in course of employment does so for benefit of employer. Exception: employer's claim is
irrelevant if not asserted.
When the chattel is embedded in the soil, landowner normally prevails over the finder (b/c item treated like a fixture &
finder would normally have to disrupt land in some way).
If finder finds chattel unattached to land in possession of another, finder won't automatically succeed (only succeeds if
owner is unaware of presence of the chattel, thus, lacking the necessary animus).

Parker v. British Airways Board (1982) (Eng. C.A.) “finder’s keepers”
o FACTS: Plaintiff found bracelet on floor of executive lounge of defendant airport. Plaintiff gave to defendant's employee
and asked to have it returned to him if owner not found. No owner was found. Defendant sold bracelet.
o ISSUE: Who had better title to the item the finder or the property owner where it was found?
o HELD: This was a case of "finder’s keepers".
RATIO: Plaintiff was a lawful finder who exercised his rights and obligations and thus has better title than defendant property owner.
Also, bracelet not attached to or buried in land (thus, defendant cannot assert prior title, unless manifested an intention to control
all lost items (didn't do this).

If a chattel is mislaid it is in the custody of the owner of the land so the true owner can retrace his/her steps and find the missing
chattel.
Problems: How do you determine whether a chattel is mislaid or lost
Why is there a greater likelihood that the owner will search for mislaid rather than lost goods
Unknown presence of the chattel alone cannot confer rights on the landowner. Occupier will prevail when a chattel is discovered
in an area which there is a manifest intention to exercise control. (Parker v. British Airways)
Rights of Finders:
1. Takes right only if abandoned and under finder care and control
a. Loss does not change nature of right
2. Finder acquires limited rights if trespassing or w/ dishonest intent
a. Even trespasser may acquire rights if no criminality (Bird)
b. Can’t profit from wrongdoing (Baird)
3. Finder acquires right to keep it against all those but true owner or one w/ prior right
4. Unless wholly incidental, employees who find, find for employer.
5. Obligation to take all reasonable steps to find true owner.
Rights and liabilities of occupier:
1. Superior rights (in land or building) than finder for chattels in or attached, regardless of awareness of the chattel
2. Superior rights to finder for chattel upon or in, except if, before finding has manifested intention to own or control area in
question.
3. Occupier must take reasonable steps to acquaint owner to chattel
4. Occupier of chattel, e.g. ship, car, trailer, plane are treated same as building.
Bird v. Fort Frances
12 year old boy finds money on private property while trespassing.
Court: boy has better claim to money than town since true owner made no claims. Shows importance of relative claims.
Compare to:
Baird v. BC
P admitted to stealing large sums of money, though never criminally charged. Crown refuses to return money.
Court: Crown keeps money; cannot profit from own wrongdoing.

Perry v. Gregory
Property found on potato farm with metal detectors. Who prevails? Owner of the land (see rights and obligations of occupier)
Millas v. BCPolice officer finds $1 million in trash can; lawyers suggest he hold onto it for 6 years. Good advice? Safeguard; also, is limitation
period for adverse passion 6 years in BC?
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Abandonment
Finding certain historical resources- may have special rules where they are held in trust for provinces, as designated by
statutes in some provinces
Theories of when an object is abandoned include (none affirmed in Canada):
o Express intention to abandon coupled with occupation by newcomer- this prevents depriving possessor of interest
until positively acquired by another
o Divesting abandonment- Abandon chattel with intention of surrendering ownership
Fact of abandonment must be proven by the party relying on the abandonment
Must show clearly owner’s intent- but this may be difficult to prove.
Intention can be inferred by:
o Passage of time
o Nature of the transaction
o Owners conduct
o Nature and value of the property
Historical Resources
-

-

-

General rule: Basic rules governing finders applies to the state
There are instances where the Crown may claim “treasure trove” wherever it may be found (cached gold and silver,
bullion, in any manufactured form, the ownership of which is unknown)
o Most of these goods are destined for museums
English Treasure Act 1996- if found treasure has vested in the Crown and if it is decided that the objects are to be
transferred to a museum, then a reward may be payable to:
o Finder, occupiers of the land at the time of the act, or any person who has interest in the land at any time, or who
has had an interest at any time since
Items not falling under treasure trove may still be deemed valuable historical resources and therefore governed by special
finding rules (e.g. Aboriginal treasures)

6. Gifts
Classification of Gifts
1) Inter Vivos (IV) gifts- gift between living people; irrevocable; interest arises immediately. Recognized methods include: Deed,
declaration of trust, delivery
2) Testamentary Gift- gift from a deceased person to a living person; interest arises only when donor dies. The gift can be taken
away before the testamentary dies; however it is not a gift until the testator dies. The Wills Act applies- will or testacy
required
o 2 types of wills recognized:
(1) formal wills - in writing, signed by the decedent at the end of the document, witnessed,
(2) informal / holograph wills – must still be in writing (of any form), don’t require witnesses.
o Property passes on the date of death of the donor – however, creditors must be paid first. In some
cases the donee has only a chose in action in the form of the right to compel the proper
administration of the will.
o A gift that takes effect on death, but does not satisfy the Wills Act, then it will be invalid.
o If a person does not leave a will then the possessions will go through escheat through intestacy.
3) Donatia mortis causa (DMC)- gift in contemplation of death.
Requires: Impending death, delivery of subject matter, takes effect upon death of the donor and is revocable until death
o Considered revoked if the peril passes
o Subj impending peril – reasonable apprehension of death
o Diluted delivery requirement
The elements of a gift
Nolan v. Nolan and Anor
Facts: P is adopted daughter of the defendant’s estate. P claims that before her mother had died, a gift was given to her of 3
particular paintings. The paintings remained in the house of her mother’s ex-husband, whose estate is D, for many years. P never
had possession at her house, nor did her mother have possession before she passed away.
Decision: P did not have right to paintings, since she failed to establish donative intention and delivery for the three paintings.
Reasons:
In the absence of a deed or declaration of trust, the essential elements of the gift of a chattel IV are
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1.

Intention to make a gift, usually expressed by words of present gift. While these words generally accompany the gift to
delineate the object and extend of the intended benefaction, donative intention need not be manifested by words of gift.
2. Intention on the part of the donee to accept the gift. Must be understanding of the transaction and a desire to assume title.
Typically, is a rebuttable presumed to exist.
3. Delivery. The maxim that the courts will not perfect an imperfect gift, such as by ignoring this delivery requirement, is well
established. At any stage until delivery occurs, donor can validly retract the gift.
Since all witnesses to the initial transaction had long since died, the only evidence was that for years, the paintings had resided
in other areas outside the control of P. This was enough to refute the concept of delivery.
Note: Words alone, to prove intent, is NOT necessary, but certainly is helpful to show intent.
the role of delivery
It transfers both possession and (by perfecting the gift) ownership of the chattel to the donee. Accordingly, a valid delivery
marks the termination of the donor’s dominion, beyond the power of the donee to reclaim it. A continuation of power/control
in the donor is inconsistent with a valid delivery, and hence inconsistent with a perfect gift.
Reasons for the delivery requirement for a gift:
o Tangible proof of transfer- can concretely show donative intention
o Check on impulse- a cautionary act (compare using credit card for impulse buying v. cash)
o Allows donor to change their minds without facing legal consequences
Delivery can be either (a) active (b) constructive, or (c) symbolic.







Defendant’s action failed in Nolan because plaintiff did not have a right to the paintings, as she failed to establish
the requisite elements of a donated intention and delivery in relation to the three paintings.
What is the minimum that needed to be done to exchange possession? Would it have been enough for Cynthia to
simply touch the painting as “delivery”? What about if Sydney gave her a photo of the painting as a symbolic
delivery? Is that enough? Generally symbolic delivery will not suffice. Could have given delivery by deed
(agreement under seal)
Delivery does not function merely as evidence of donative intention; it is the legal act essential to complete a gift.
It transfers both possession and (by perfecting the gift) ownership of the chattel to the donee. Accordingly, a valid
delivery marks the termination of the donor’s dominion. A continuation of power/control in the donor is
inconsistent with a valid delivery; and hence inconsistent with a perfect gift.
The act of transfer fulfills these functions:
o 1) Evidentiary: provides evidence that the transfer was intended
o 2) Cautionary: allowing the donor to reflect upon actions, making it clear that a transfer of ownership is
going on
o 3) Channeling: provides a societal standard of gift giving

In Nolan the action was statute barred, everyone was dead by the time she brought the action, and according to the Statute of
Limitations her action was too late anyway.
Constructive v. symbolic delivery
Constructive Delivery
If goods are cumbersome, or if donor is unable to deliver the gift, something else than actual delivery has been found to
suffice
o Constructive delivery may take various forms—where the nature or bulk of the goods renders manual delivery
impossible or impractical; acts falling short of manual delivery have been held sufficient to signal a change in
possession
Critical elements include whether or not (1) donor has retained the means of control and (2) all that can be done has
been done to divest title in favor of the donee
Transfer of possession doesn’t need to occur at the same time as the express intention to donate; delivery may follow
intention, or precede it
2 factually distinct situations where it may occur:
o No direct handling of subject matter- means of controlling subject matter is given to donee- passing keys to
property will often pass the test
o No change of factual possession, but change in capacity of person in possession (employee receiving property
owned by employer)
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Symbolic Delivery
Some representation of the goods is handed over rather than effective means of control
May be the case when photograph of the item is delivered, or one piece of furniture out of the whole room.
Very little case law in Canada suggested symbolic delivery is sufficient.
When goods are heavy or unwieldy and hence virtually incapable of being transferred manually. In theory, delivery is
symbolic (as opposed to constructive) when some representation of the goods is handed over, rather than the effective
means of control.
EXAMPLE: handing over 1 of 3 paintings to represent the rest.
Alternatives to delivery
(i) Deeds
Performs probably and reflective function perhaps more effectively than actual delivery
Since a chose in action cannot be delivered, the easiest way to transfer is by a deed
Gift by deed may not be sufficient when chose in action is represented by its own form of paper, such as bonds or stocks.
There must be compliance with special rules associated with the transfer of these rights.
Physical delivery can be replaced by deed. This is a sensible qualification since a deed will normally serve as the probative
and reflective functions performed by a transfer of possession, perhaps even more effectively than a mere delivery of the
object. Instrument in writing signed by the parties, sealed with a seal of the donor, deed delivered to donee—“signed,
sealed and delivered”
(ii) Declarations of trust
Declaration by donor that property will henceforth by held on trust for donee is binding
Continued possession of donor is in capacity as trustee for the recipient (beneficiary)
Courts have not always demanded explicit language of trust law; this line draws very close between perfecting an imperfect
gift and a trust
Trust by Declaration: a declaration by the donor that the property will henceforth be held in trust for the donee will be
binding. Following the declaration, the continued possession of the donor will be in his or her capacity as a trustee for
the recipient, the latter being treated as the beneficial owner of the trust property. No delivery is required.
NOTE: a possible solution in situations where it seems a gift was intended but there are no sufficient acts of delivery the
court may imply a declaratory trust, however, case law seems to point that this would be unlikely.
(iii) Others
Gift of cheques- also problematic- it is neither money nor a representation of money, so a gift by cheque is not complete
until it clears
Promissory Estoppel and constructive trust- promise of a gift, when relied on to detriment of putative donee may support a
right arising out of estoppels. Gift is treated as perfected, assuming granting an interest in the property is the most suitable
means of dealing with the detrimental reliance.
o England- resolute promise is made, even without detrimental reliance, court may bind it unconscionable to permit
donor to withdraw the gift
Trust by Transfer - Making a 3rd party the trustee (transferring legal title) and vesting equitable title with someone else.
Unlike trust by declaration, trust by transfer requires delivery.
Completion of Delivery via executor- Strong v. Bird. Unfulfilled gift will be perfected upon donors death if intention
remains to deliver the gift and donee is named and becomes executor of the estate under the will of the donor.
Land- in areas where title does not pass until land is registered, providing donee with all documents necessary to obtain
registration will satisfy delivery
DMC – Gift in contemplation of death
nature and rationale
Contains elements that resemble both IV donation and testamentary bequest
Motivating element (death) does not need to be made explicitly- can be inferred by the circumstances
DMC avoids the rigid formalities associated with a will for situations where there may not be time to draft a proper will. It
attempts to strike a balance between the wishes of the dying and the desire not to dilute the power of wills or IV gifts.
Constituent elements
3 essential elements of a DMC are:
1. Impending death from an existing peril (not necessary to be made in expectation of death, just contemplation of death)
a. Perils must be substantial, although subjective belief of danger should suffice, with the absence of substantial basis for
that fear going towards whether the belief was actually held
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b.

2.
3.

Available only in situations of sudden peril- confines use of DMC to situations where drawing of will is not realistically
possible
i. Penalizes delay are carelessness; majority view is as long as there is apprehension of death, donor need not be
in sudden peril
c. Debatable whether donor must die of the peril feared or if some other cause of death will suffice
Delivery of the subject matter
Gift is only to take place upon the death and will revert to the donor should he/she recover.
 When death is certain, gift must be sustained by either IV transfer or will- there is no need for a revocable
gift on survival if the possibility of survival does not exist

The delivery requirement
Many decisions have diluted requirement to take account of the circumstances out of which a DMC might emerge
After death, there is no way to rectify deficiency as to delivery, so relaxing the rules may allow otherwise good gift to be
upheld
Delivery of property is sufficient as long as evidence of title has been handed over if this evidence allows the donee to prove
ownership and gain control
o DMC of money in account made by handing over bankbook is valid- bank book seemed to be form of gaining
access to account, thereby serving as constructive trust
Transfer of partial control may be sufficient, such as granting key to safety deposit box that also required a password and
written authorization for access- key still deprive the owner of direct access
Land
-

Rule precluding DMC of land prevails (there is one case in Canada saying otherwise)
Ziff- there is no compelling policy reason to justify a distinction between reality and personal property
By virtue of the Statute of Frauds, symbolic delivery is not sufficient with realty. Need to execute a transfer document
(from Land Titles office) and hand it and duplicate certificate of title and keys to donee, to make valid gift of land.

Re Bayoff Estate (2000 Sask QB)
Facts: Man, on his death bed, passes the key to a safety deposit box to his wife. It turns out she needs more authorization to gain
access, but he dies before authorization is given.
Issue: What is the significance of giving her the key of the safety deposit box?
Held: Not a DMC - fails on the third element. Succeeds as an IV gift which one was right??
Reasons:
If you know you are certain to die, must make an IV gift or will, since the impossibility of recovery means you cannot retake
possession of the purported gift. The essence of the DMC is for the gift to take place only upon death.
Delivery was sufficient for DMC- constructive trust was formed. The filling out of the necessary paperwork was incidental to
the delivery. Key was the source of control.
IV gift, delivery is insufficient, yet the court still found evidence of an IV gift. Technically donor did not give up control of gift,
but did everything he thought he had to do.
Ziff- wouldn’t we want stronger proof of delivery under DMC since person will be dead and therefore unable to challenge the
gift
Bird v. Strong- gift was deemed to be perfected. A purported gift, left unfulfilled, will be enforced in equity if the donee is
named and later become executor under the will of the donor, and the intention to make the gift continued until the death of
the donor. The action of administering the estate and assuming control of the property serves as functional equivalent to
delivery.
RATIO: An unfulfilled gift will become a gift when the donee is an executrix.
Corroboration
Alberta Evidence Act- s. 11- when bringing an action by/against heirs of an estate, you need to have evidence to corroborate all
testamentary gifts (DMC and IV)
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